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Abstract

The objective of this study is to find a suitable model for predicting longshore sediment

transport rtlle for Krucl1g Aceh Urgent Flood O:mtrol Project in Indonesia. Black Box approach

wa5 used in the study by employing the U. S. Army CERe-formula. To employ the CERC

formula, wave properties i. e., wave height, wave period and wave direction are required as data

input. For longshore serliment transport estimation, a K-value of 0.39 was used since Hill and

Till were used in th~ study. Estimated longshore sediment transport was, then, compared 10

actual sediment trapped at the jetty which is in the study sileo To estimate the volume of

sediment trapped during periods of stu<ly, three emss sectional surveys were conducted. The first

survey was in May 1992, second was in May 1993. and the last one was in August 1993.

Three procedures in estimating wave properties were tried. First, wind speed and

direction at the study sitc(Alue Nll.ga station) were estimated using wind data of another

station(Blang Bintang stmion) employing vector regression analysis. Since the vector correlation

coefficients were found to be very Jow, the procedure was not continued. Second, linea;

regression was used to estimate monthly average wind speeds at Alue Naga using data of Slang

Bintang. Using monthly average wind speed data, the correlation coefficient of these stations was

quite good. The pro:edure was continued to predict wave data from estimated wind speed.

Third. the available wave dal<. of a previous period were used, since the wind climate of this

period and the period of study are almost identical.

The study levea.led thai using wave properties from hindcasting yield over estimated

longshore sedimem transport. While, using wave properties from available data yield estimated

longshore sediment transport which i~~ close to those observed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Background

It is common in engineering practices that any solution of a problem can create

olher problems, or may need measures 10 maintain the objective of the solution. In the

Krueng Aceh Urgent Flood Control Project(KAUFCP), which is located in Aceh

Province, in Indonesia, one important construction work is a floodway cana1(see Figure

1.1 and 1.2). It has a total length of about 11 km., and runs nonhward to the Malacca

Strait. The floodway canal's funcuon is to convey excess water, which is diverted to the

sea. AI about 4 km. upstream of Ihe floodway outlet, a barrage was built to protect the

surrounding area from salt intrusion.

As the main purpose of KAUFep is for flood protection, the performance of the

floodway canal, to meet its function, is essential. During design Slage of the project, a

river mouth study included the proposed outlet of the floodway canal. This was carried

OUI by Pacific Consultants Intemationa1(PCI), Japan, but no detailed study about
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coastal prescrvation(PCr l
, 1982) was included. The study suggested to conduct a further

investigation involving an additional survey. This second study about the Floodway

Estuary(PCr2
, 1982} concluded that no special treatment is required to maintain the

noodway canal's normal performance.

Later, after the Ooodway canal was completed. there was a sand bar formation

just at the outlet of the Ooodway canal. The presence of the sand bar caused flow~

capacity reduction. Based on such a situation, an additional coastal survey and study was

conducted. This study(pcr, 1991) concluded that to avoid clogging at the outlet of

Ooodway by sand bars, it is urgently required that a jetty be constructed. The jetty

construction was completed in 1992, and the clogging problem seems, for the time being,

solved.

1.2. Objective of the Thesis

After the completion of the jetty construction, there are alternating changes of

sedimentation and erosion in the updrift and downdrift of the jetty. Since the existing

Krueng Aceh river mouth turns to the right(East), it is expected that dominant sediment

transport should move to the East as well.

In the long term, sediment deposition will be enough to alter the morphology in

the study area. This may create problems such as another Ooodway canal ouUet being

clogged and eroded in the downdrift of the jetty.

To know such phenomena, periodic cross sectional surveys at the study area will

provide a good indication. Since automatic instruments for measuring the sea bollom are



still not available, such a survey usually employs conventional survey equipment. For

measuring of the sea bottom a procedure called "wading" is commonly used. However.

this procedure is only possible if the water is not to deep, sea current is not too strong

and also the waves are 110t too high. Thereforc. if another mcthod of prediction is

available, it will bc beneficial.

This study is devoted to find a model to predict the sediment transport rate lls;ng

wind or wave data. The model employs the CERe-formula wllich requires wave unta as

input. To have wave data, three different procedures were tried and compared. Estimated

longshore sediment transport was. then, compared to actual sediment trapped at thc jClly

which is in the study site. To estimate the volume of sediment trapped during periods of

study, three cross sectional surveys were conducted. Thl\ first survey was in May 1992,

second was in May 1993, and the last one was in August 1993.

In this study, the comparison of the theories with field data is based on the

assumption that all transported sediment are captured by the jetty. The jClty was designed

so that the depth of water at the end of the jetty is too deep for the wave orbital molion

to initiate the sediment movement at the sea bottom(see PCI, (991).

1.3 A.ailable Data

Climatological records of 10 years of the Blang Bintang climatological station arc

available. The data are daily data which consists of:

1). Average temperature in ·C

2). Maximum temperature in ·C



3). Rainfall intcnsity in mm

4). Solar radiation in %

5). Average barometric pressure in mb

6). Average wind velocity in knots, and its associated direction

7). Maximum wind velocity in knots, and its associated direction

8). Relative humidity in %

Some wind direction data are tabulated in compass direction like S for South, W

for West, SE for South East etc., whilc the others are recorded in degrees measured

clockwise from the North.

From Alue Naga station, which was temporarily set up, one year of records of

maximum daily wind velocity, average daily wind velocity and their associated direction,

and half-daily wave height and period are available. The data of wind started on July I",

1990, and ended on June 30'" 1991, and the data of waves from June 1'1, 1990 to May

31'C, 1991.

The data of sand grain size distribution for this area are available. The data were

obtained from 309 samples of 500·1 ,000 grams each, taken along the coast of the study

area. Each sample was analyzed to lind out the diameter size distribution in term of 025,

050, and 075.

The changes of sediment volume in the updrift and downdrift of the jetty was

measured two times, the first was in the period of May 1992 to May 1993, and the

second was from May 1993 to August 1993. The measurement was conducted using 14

cross sections, 7 sections in the updrift and the other 7 sections in the downdrift. The



distance between two sections is in the range of 44 meters to 70 meters. Along cach

section, the points of measurement are at a distance of about 10 meters. The cross

sectional survey was carried out using a level, stdf gauges and 11le.'\suring tapes.



Chapter 2

Description of the Study Area

2.1. Location of the Study Area

The study area is located 15 kilometres North-East of the capital city of Aceh

Province. It is a lowland part of Krueng Aceh river basin, and covers a length of about

I kilometre updrift and downdrift of the jetty construction.

There are two jellies. one jeuy was built as a continuation of the leCt bank of

floodway canal, while the other one was constructed of the right bank of the canal. Both

of them run through the sea pe-cpendicular to the coastline, parallel to the canal direction.

and end at 110 meters from the coastline. The width of the jetties, at their foundation is

30 meiers, and 4 meters at their top.

Alue Naga climatological station, which was set up temporarily is located at the

adjacent of floodway outlet. It recorded I year data for supporting the study of floodway

canal preservation.



Slang Bintlng climatological station which is owned by the Ccntr:ll Go\'~rnmcnt

of Indonesia, is located at about 25 !dlometres South-S'st of the former station, and it

is a permanent station. Therefore, in the future, the availability of data from -this station

will be guaranteed.

Generally, the study area is a l1at land interruptcd by some rdiefs in lhe E.1.Sh,:m

part of Krueng Aceh River. Adjacent to the outlet, there is a vi11:lgc and 4uite a large

fish pond.

2.2 Climate

In the study area, rainfall takes plaee almost all year long, so it can be saiu that

there is no clear separation between dry and wet seasons. A pcrio<1 of heavy min fall lakes

place between October and January, and the peak is between April anu May. 'nlC

variation of annual rainfall is in the range of 1,500 to 3,000 mm with a high value lit the

mountainous area. The number of raindays is from 90 10 110 days.

The mean annual temperature measured at sea level is 26.2 °e with a monthly

variation of less than 2.5 °e, and the mean annual relative humidity is in the range of

74% to 84%. The average monthly variation of relative humidity is 9%. At the Illang

Bintang climatological station, the mean annual wind velocity is 2.8 mIs, and the mea.l

of maximum wind velocity is 9,6 m/s. The variation of climate during one year is shown

in Table 2.1.



Table" I The Climate in (he Study Area...
Month Rainfall Raindays Tempert- Relative Sun shine

to" Humidity Duration
(mm) (day) ("C) ("'j ("'j

JAN 159 8 24.S 82 52

FEB 113 6 25.0 81 59

MAR 132 8 25.1 82 55

APR 149 10 23.S 82 54

MAY 128 9 25.7 80 55

JUN 79 6 26.3 74 53

JUL 60 6 26.0 73 56

AUG 93 7 26.4 71 53

SEP 135 9 25.9 74 47

OCT 174 11 25.2 80 42

NOV 210 12 24.6 84 43

DEC 208 11 24.3 85 45

2.3 Geomorphology

Along the Krueng Aceh River starting at 45 kilometres measured from its estuary,

the Krueng Aceh River alluvial plain was formed. II has an average width of about 16

kilometres. The plain mainly consists of sands and clays with minor gravel formed in

layers as a result of geological sedimentatioli. Between those layers, there is a thin layer

of volcanic tuffs and ashes. The alluvial plain which has a fan-shape was created in the

Quartennary and recent sediments

The Alue Naga beach, where the study is focused, is a part of the northmost tip



of lhe Krueng Aceh River plain. The area lies ;u a part of the nOr1h boundary of the

plain. The beach mainly consists of fine sands.

10



Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1. Models of Longshore Sediment Transport

Models of longshore sediment transport are used to estimate the quantity of

sediment transported by wave action. By this estimation, the possible erosion or

sedimentation of coastline as well as the failure of coastal structures can be predicted

before they happen. However, such predictions are not that easy because of the nature

of the wave properties employed in the predicting formula which vary over time and

space.

Generally, models of longshore sedimenl transport can be categorized into two

groups, a physical model and a black box model. Since the 19705, the study of longshore

sediment transport by the physical model approach has been more inlensive. The reason

for this emphasis was to address the lack of available physical models since most models

used the black box approach. In 1977. NSTS(The Nearshore Sediment Tr.ii.llsport Study)

Programme in the United States was established with the task to manage the research
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activities(see R. J. Seymor and D. B. Duane, 1978). This programme was intended to

determine how longshore sediment transport is influenced by factors, such as. tidal

current, wind stress, the change of beach contours. on-offshore transport. However, there

is still no great success because of the difficulties 10 link those factors to longshore

sediment transport. Even in the laboratory flume, with a very accurate measuring device,

the prediction of longshore sediment transport is also not satisfying.

Considering the fact that no satisfactory physical model has yet to be developed,

many researchers still use black box models. The concept of a black box model is to

rclate the input and the output without considering the process in the model. In longshore

sediment transport study. the input is a forcing function which are waves and CUTTent.

and the output is a response function which is the transported sediment.

3.2. Black Box Model Developed by Kamphuis and Readshaw

In modelling longshore sediment transport, the same as other models. the factors

that most likely govern the proc;:ss should be known first. Kamphuis and

Readshaw(1978) suggest that longshore sediment transport rate is generally a function of

sea water properties, wave proi/Crties and beach shape properties including sediments.

This function is mathematically expressed as:

Q.' = r(}t, p, g, H, T, ~, P" D, t, 11.)

12

(3.1)



Dimensional analysis of this function leads to the following relationship:

(3.2)

where, Q,'

H.

o.

m_

m,

.,

:sediment transport rate in mass unit(kgls),

:the sea water density(kg/ml
),

:the wave height at the breaker line(m),

:the gravitational acceleration(m/s2),

:the angle of wave direction to the normal of shore line at the

breaker line(),

:the scale effect due to scaling sediment density(non dim.),

:the scale effect due to scaling sediment size(non dim.),

:a function,

:Reynolds number(non dim.),

(3.3)

:the kinematic viscosity(m'/s),

:time(s),

T :the wave period(s),

13



'1. :geometricaJ faclor(non dim.}.

From the experiment in the laboratory flume. Kamphuis and Readshaw provided

some conclusions:

I. The breaker type which is determined by the length of beach

step, the energy dissipation rate, and beach shape each has a

strong relationship with longshore sediment transport.

2. The CERC(Coastal Engineering Research center) fonnula

developed in the United States is good (or Ihe breaking W:tvCS

which are plunging or surging types. For other type of breaking

waves, they suggest to consider the value of surf similarity

parameter, (~.

Galvin(l968) developed a good prediction for the type of breaking waves by

looking at the value of HJt.. mt , where H. is lhe wave height at deep water, L" is the

wave length at deep water and m is the beach slope. The type for breaking waves for

different value of HJL. mt is provided in Table 3.1

Table 3.1. The Types of Breaking Waves.

Type of Bruking Waves

< 0.1

~O.land<7

"'7

14

surging-collapsing

plunging

spilling



where,

The surf similarity parameter. tb is defined as:

(3.4)

:the beach slope which depends on the beach profile(non dim.}.

:the wave height at Ihe breaker line(m},

:the wave length at deep waler(m).

3.3. CERe Formula

The approach used by this formula is a black box model approach. The estimation

of longshore sediment transport rate is performed by relating such transport to the

longshore component of the wave energy evaluated at the breaker line. Such a

relationship is given as:

where, Q.

Q. K p..

:the rate of longshore sediment transport(Newton/s}.

(3.5)

K :the coefficient of proportionality(non dim.),

15



p.. :the longshore component of wave energy evaluated at the

breaker line(Newlon!s).

A detailed discussion of this equation is given in Chapter 4.

3.4. The Results of Previous Studies

Many studies of longshore sediment transport were conducted either in the

laboratory flume or in the field. In the laboratory, there have been experiments to ucal

with quantifying littoral transport rate. By evaluating the concentration of dyed sand

injected at a given point at different time and space, an estimate of the transport rate can

be obtained. The techniques of sand tagging was introduced by several researchers,

Tcleki(l966), Yasso(1966), and Ingle(1966). Farinato and Kraus(198l) developed a

spectrofluorometric by which sand tracer concentration can be measured.

Komar and Inman(1970) introduced a method called the spatial integration method

which is employed to estimate the advection velocity of sediment. The procedure is to

inject sand trnccr across the beach at a fixed position, then, after a period of time, a grid

sampling is conducted at the down drift of the injection point. At each point of sampling,

the concentration of sand tracer is counted. By looking at the spatial distribution of sand

tracer concentration, the average advection velocity, U, can be obtained. The sediment

transport rate in unit of volume, then, may be obtained as:

(3.6)
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where, Q. :longshore sediment transport rate in unit of volume(ntls),

'(J :advcction velocity of moving(m/s),

xb :the width of surf zone(lhe zone between breaker line and shore

line) (m),

:the thickness of moving sediment(m).

Knoth and NummedaJ(l971) used the techniques called time integration method

for obtaining advection velocity, rJ. This method is similar with the previous one, it also

employs sand I1acer i;Jjection at a given point. The injection is performed several times.

At another fixed point down drift of the injection point, the time when the peak

concentration passed is recorded. The advection velocity, D, is the average velocity of

the peak concentration passed. Sometimes, however, one sand tracer injection gives more

than one peak concentration which causes an evaluation problem.

To avoid this problem, many studies evaluate the rate of longshore sediment

transport by looking at the volume change over time of sediment trapped at coastal

stmclures. These structures may be jetties, breakwaters or others.

Watts(1953) evaluated the sediment trapped by ajetty on the east eoastofFlorida.

Longshore sediment transport was estimated based on the quantity of sediment pumped

from a bypassing plant at that area. Wave heights and wave periods were recorded at 4

hour intervals from a wave gauge 10 miles from the study area, and this was considered

as the wave properties of deep water. The wave direction at the breaker line was

observed by eyesight 3.5 miles north of the study area. For a certain period of time, the

relation between longshore S<'.diment transport, Q.(d3ta from bypassing plant) and the

17



longshore component of energy, Plo can be obtained.

Caldwell(1956) studied erosion rate at the down drift of a jelty at a California

beach. Twenty one cross sections with a distance of 500 ft. between sections was

measured within a 2*3 months period. The change of volume was computed by the

measured change of cross sections. Wave properties data was recorded by wave gauge

erected 6 miles from the study area. The data of wave direction at the breaker line was

obtained by hindcasting from the deep water data.

R. G. Dean et. 01.(1982) studied the accumulation of sediment at the up drift of

a break water at Santa Barbara, California. Sixty three cross seclions were sct up, and

they were measured 10 times during 18 months of observation. Eight of measurement

data were used in analysis, and this provides 7 inter survey results. The snrvey was

conducted using an electronic device, as well as for wave properties recording. The

estimations of wave properties at breaker line were evaluated using linear shoaling

theory. In this study, they used two relationship; first. longshore sediment transport, Q.

is related to the longshore component of the wave energy; second, longshore sediment

transport, Q. is related to the longshore component of the radiation stress,S.,. which is

given as:

where, 5.,.

Sll)'=EnsinaCl)sCt

:longshore component of radiation stress(Newton),

:the wave energy(Newton),

18
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E= .£.!Ef..•

H :the wave height(m),

(3.8)

:the ratio of wave group velocity to the wave phase velocity(non

dimensional),

[
"b 1

n = ~ 1+ 8inhL4~b

:the water depth(m),

L :the wave length(m),

:the gravitational acceleration(m/r).

(3.9)

J. W. Armon and S. B. McCann(1977) developed a model to predict longshore

sediment transport using hourly wind data. The data consist of 9 months of data for 10

years. The study area was located at Malpeque Bay in Prince Edward Island. The wave

properties were predicted employing the equation developed by CERC-US Army(US

Army CERC, 1973). During major storms, the difference between predicted wave height

and recorded wave height is within 0.4 m, and the predicted wave period was almost the

same as the recorded data. The wave direction was taken the same as the wind direction.

By using this predicted data, longshon: sediment transport rale, thl:n, can be estimated.
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In this study, Armon 'lI\d McCann did not compar¢ the predicted sedimentlrnnsport to

the actual one, since there was no sediment transport measurement.

3.5. Summary of Previous Studies

Most studies on longshore sediment transport are devoted to obtain the factor of

proportionality, K(see Equation 3.5), after which the CERC-formula can be used to

predict the sediment transport rate. However. to obtain a value for K. an initial estimate

of the sediment transport rate must be known. The previous studies used many different

methods to find such an estimate and the resulting K-values are shown in Table 3.2.

Although the accuracy of the CERe formula is still questionable, the application

of this formula is still popular. The argument for this is the simplicity of this method,

and that no other method gives a better result. However, some studies revealed that this

formula should be used carefully. For ex.ample the beach far1or(Kamphuis and Readshaw,

1978), and the type of wave data strongly influence the result.

Dean ef. 01.(1982) in addition 10 obtaining Ihe K-value, he also obtained K.-valuc which

is given as:

where, K.

K. = lit I S ~

:the modified coefficient of proportionality(l/s),

13.10)

Ilo :the immersed weight of longshore sediment transport(Newton/s),

S~ :the longshore component of radiation stress(Newton).
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The values of K from previous studies were compiled by P. D. Komar(1991) and

it can be seen in Table 3.2

Table 3.2. The yalue of K obtained from previous studies.

Study Location D. No, of K
by ofsludy (mm) data sets

Wat"(1953) Florida 0.40 4 0.89
Caldwel1(1956) California 0.40 6 0,63

Moore & Cole(l960) Alaska 1.00 1 0.18
Mexico 0.60 8 0.82

Komar & Inman(l970) California 0.18 4 0.77
Michigan ? 8 0.42

Knoth & Nummedal(1977) Carolina 0.18 5 0.62

Inman et. al.(1980) California 0.20 2 0.69

Duane & lames(l980) California 0.20 1 0.81

Bruno et. al.(I981) California 0.20 7 0.80

Dean el. al.(1982) California 0,22 7 1.15

Dean el. al. 1982 Vir inia 0.30 3 1.00

If all data are plotted in Q.-Pb graph, the best fit of the line that represents all

points is for a K-value ofO,n. In fact, the data of K-values range from 0,18 to 1.15,

Bruno et. al.(l981) evaluated his data and deduced the relation between K-value and D5(h

where D50 is the sediment size for which 50 %of the sample is smaller in size, K-vaiues

listed in Table 3.2. were obtained using the root-mean-square wave height. If significant

wave height is used, the K-values become half of those values listed,
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Background

4.1. Longshore Sediment Transport

One approach to quantify IOllgshore sediment transport is introduced by relating

sllch transport to longshore component of wave energy. This approach is based on

physical phenomena of wave trains when they approach the beach(sec Bruno /'f.

a/.,19S!). When waves approach the beach, their period is theoretically constant but

both their height and length change due to shoaling and or refraction. Their height

increases while their length decreases. In other words, their wave steepnt"ss(Le., the ratio

of wave height to wave: length) grows until it reaches a limiting value when the waves

break. When the waves break, they exert energy and this energy causes scdimr.nl

transport.

There have been studies to relate longshore sediment transport rate with wave

energy flux over 1 m length of shore line. The coefficient of proportionality K is used

for such relation, and this is mathematically expressed as:
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(4.1)

where I.. = immersed-weight transport rate which is another definition oro.. as shown

in Equation 3.5, and it is defined as:

Ill:: (P,-p). g. a'. Q. (4.2)

P, :the density of sand(kg/mJ),

:!he density of sea water(kg/ml),

:the gravity acce[eration(m/s~.

a' :the factor of porosity where a'. Q. represenls the

volume of solid(non dim.),

Q. :the volume of transported sand included pore volume(m)fs),

K :the coefficient of proportionality(non dim.),

PI. :the longshore component of wave energy(Newlon/s).

To calculate the value of I.. in Equation(4.1), the values of K and Plo should be

known first. The actual volume of sand Q.. may be calculated by using Equation(4.2),

4.2. Longshore Component of Wave Energy

Longshore component of wave energy p.. may be calculated according to the

Shore ProtecTion Manual(/984) as follows:
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where H. :wave height at the breaker line(m),

(4.3)

Cab :wave group celerity(m/s),

0'. :wave direction measured from the normal of shore

line(l).

The subscript b means that these variables(H, c,• a) are evaluated allhe breaker

line. The wave height at the breaker line can be the significant wave height, the average

wave height or the root mean square wave height. Equation(4.3) can also be written in

terms of the wave energy evaluated at the breaker line, &0. as:

(4.4)

The total wave energy Et. is defined, based on small amplitude wave theory, as:

(4.5)

Substituting Equation(4.5) into Equalion(4.4) actually gives the same equation as

in Equation(4.3). Taking into account the energy losses due to bottom friction and

percolalion(Ippen, 1966), Equat.ion(4.4) may be modified as follows:

(4.6)
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where fCc :the energy reduction coefficient(non dim.},

The sUbscript i refers to wave properties at the offshore site. In fact, the bottom

surface is covered by mud or other fine particles, so the contribution of percolation in

energy reduction can be neglected(f.L. Walton, Jr. and 1. R. WeggeI, 1982). If this

assumption is adopted, then, the energy reduction coefficient K~ is governed by bottom

friction alone. Therefore, K, may be replaced by the energy reduction coefficient due 10

friction Kj • Accordingly, Equation(4.4) may be changed as:

(4.7)

Bretschneider and Reid(1954) developed an equation to calculate K, as a function

of the wave properties in deep water(Ho, cwo, k.,), water depth h, bottom slope m, and

friction coefficient f. Such an equation is expressed as:

K
f

= [1 + [~] (cos (1.)112 0.12 (k•• h)~1I4) -I (4.8)

where Kr :the energy reduction coefficient due to friction(non dim.),

:friction coefficienl(non dim.),

Ho :the wave height in deep water(m),

m :the beach slope(non dim.},

:water depth(m),

k.. :2 'lr/Lo "" the wave number in deep water(m· l
)
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L.. :the wave length in deep water(m).

Energy reduction coefficient K~non dim.) as expressed in Equation(4.8) is the

result of a numerical integration from deep water to a depth of h. Since longshore

component of wave energy Pia used in Equation(4.7) is evaluated at the breaker line, so

the depth h in Equation(4.8) is the depth at the breaker line as well. Therefore, for the

purpose of longshore component of wave energy calculation, Equation(4.8) may be

specifically defined by using the depth at the breaker line t\, instead of h.

Singamsetti and Wind(1980) reviewed various equations for the breaking wave

and found that the ratio of the breaking wave height to the breaking depth can be related

in the following expression:

(4.9)

Ie = 1.16 [ m (H/L.,) -1/% ] '.ll (4.10)

Ifdata of wave height, wave period and beach slope are available, then, the value

of K can be calculated by using Equation(4.9). Furthermore, the breaking depth h~ can

be calculated if the breaking height H~ is known.

T. L. Walton, Jr. and J. R. Weggel(1991) derived an approach to calculate the

breaking height H~ by using the following equation:

H. - [(~) 111 . xi . H: • eli • co. aIr· (4.1t)
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where H. :the wave height at the breaker line{m),

:lhe ratio of lIIe wave height to water deplh at the breaker Jine{non dim.),

:the gravilational aceeleration(mlr),

K, :lhe energy reduction coefficient due to friction(non dim.),

H. :lhe height of incoming wave(m),

Ca; :the group celerity of incoming wave(m/s).

4.3. Friction Factor

The friction factor, f, contributes to wave damping, so it causes a decrease in

wave height. Since longshore sediment transport is proJXlrtionalto the square of the wave

height, the greater the (-value yields a greater reduction in longshore sediment transport.

Many studies have been devoted to evaluate the value of f. TIlOse studies suggest

that lhe friction factor. f, is detennined by relative roughness and Reynolds number, Re.

For a rough turbulent boundary layer, the friction faclor, f, is not influenced by Reynolds

number. In other words, it is governed solely by relative roughness.

Since in nature, the wave boundary layer is always rough turbulence(l.G.

Johnson, 1966), the discussion will be focused only on the friction factor under rough

turbulence or on relative roughncu.

Relative roughness is defined as the ratio of maximum amplitude(water excursion)

at the sea bottom. l'., to sediment grain roughness. From small amplitude wave theory,

the maximum amplitude at the sea bottom. i•. is expressed as:
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l' : _ H
• 2 sinh 2'11'h

L
(4.12)

where r~ :maximum amplitude at the sea holtom at the absence of friction, f (m),

H ;wave height(m),

:water depth(m),

L :wave length(m).

Sediment grain size roughness, k, may be defined as Nikuradse sand grain

roughness, and it may be obtained from the following equation,

Where, U~

;:':5075109 3~Z,

Uo =..[g11S

;current velocity(m!s),

(4.13)

U. :friction velocity(m/s),

:the gravitational acceleration(m/s1),

;water depth(m),

:the slope in the direction of sediment movement(non dim.),

:the vertical distance measured from the sea boltom(m),

;sediment grain roughness(m).

For a flat bottom, J. W. Kamphuis(1975) defined sand grain roughness, k., given
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It. .. 2 Dto (4.14)

where, 0'1(1 is the sediment size for which 90% of the sample is smaller in size. To find

the friction factor, f, using sand grain roughness, k., Kamphuis suggested using the

following equation:

and

[k]"'L=O • .1 i I Lor-t>o.02 (4.1S)

.1 .1 ... k.
2{i+1D 2y'f=-O.3S-3'lDr;:'

where, f :friclion factor(non dim.),

k" :Kamphuis sand grain roughness(m),

r. :maximum amplitUde at the bottom(m).

4.4. Theories of Wind Wave Generation

ror~<o.02 (4.16)

When wind blows over a body of water, there is interaction between these two

fluids. Such an interaction causes instability in the interface; furthermore, water waves

may be generated by this process. There have been three theories dealing with wind wave
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generation:

4.4.1. Theory or Resooaoce

A thin air layer above the interface is called the boundary layer. Because of the

nature of this layer, the air moving over the interface is in a turbulent state which, then,

generates pressure pulses acting on the surface of the water. These pressure pulses,

containing various frequencies, will cause water waves to propagate under a certain

speed(celerity). If the wind speed is not equal to the wave celerity, there will be water

wave damping. On !he other hand, if their speed is thc same, there will be amplification

l"f water waves. This theory was introduced by Phillips(1957).

4.4.2. Theory or Shear Flow Velocity

Miles(l957) described his theory based on modified vertical wind velocity

distribution in the boundary layer. Ir initially a small wave appears on the water, the

wind speed is greater over the crest than over the trough, so the pressure over wave crest

is smaller than over trough. The pressure pushes the waves in the direction of wind, and

it gives energy to the wave. This process increases the elevation difference bctween the

wave crest and trough. In other words, the wave height increases over time. At a certain

level of wave generation as explained by this theory, the interaction between them

becomes non-linear.

4.4.3. Theory or Fully Arisen Wave
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Some of the energy supplied by wind is dissipated in the form of wave breaking.

Consider a wave with a certain frequency. The equilibrium state is achieved when energy

supply is equal 10 energy dissipation. When this state is reached, additional energy supply

will be transferred 10 a lower frequency wave, and this process continues successively.

Therefore, the equilibrium state moves from a higher frequency to a lower frequency

4.5. Prediction of Wind Generated Waves in Deep Water

Two conditions are applied in predicting wind wave generation i.e., fetch-limited

and t1uration-Iimited wave generation. In the first condition, the wind blows a long

enough lime to fully devt.lop the wave, but it is limited by available space(fetch); while,

in the second condition, the fetch is long enough for a fully developed wave, but it is

limited by duration. Therefore, in both situations, the wave is not fully developed.

Under such conditions, Hasselman el. 01., 1976, introduced simple parametric

models for predicting wave height and period as follows,

H, = 1.616 • 10-1 U. FIll
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When a fully developed wave is achieved, Equations(4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) cannot be

used. Instead, full)' developed wave formulas are employed, and they are given as:

where, H,

H. = 2.482 . 10.2 U.'

Tp =8.30. 10'\ U.

t == 2.027 U.

:significant wave hcighl(m),

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

Tp :the period of peak wave(s),

Tp is approximated as 110,95 Tw ,

:lhefetch(km),

:the duration(hr),

U, :adjusted wind speed(m/s).

Wind speed data can not be used light away for wave prediction. It needs

corrections due to elevation, extreme velocity, stability, location effects and drag force.

Correction due to elevation

The standard elevation of wind speed measurement is at the 10 m level. The

equations for wave prediction are also based on such standard of measurements.

Therefore, if the elevation of measurement is other than standard, a correction should be
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employed; it is given as:

UUO) =U(z) (lO/z) In

where, U(lO) :wind speed at 10 m level(m/s),

U(z) :wind speed at elevation z(m/s),

:elevation of measured wind(rn).

(4.23)

b. Corm::tion due to extreme velocity

During a 24 hour period(1·day), if there is an extreme velocity, it is usually only

in a short period Le., less than 2 minutes(US Army Engineer, 1959). Therefore, for

wave prediction, if such data is used without any correction, the result will be an

overestimate. To deal with this e~treme data, a procedure of wind speed adjustment

should be applied.

The extreme wind speed which is also termed as fastest mile wind speed may be

convened to a certain period of average wind speed such as 10, 25, 50 minutes. The

duration of fastest mile wind speed can be obtained as:

t = 1.609/Ur (4.24)

where, :the time required to travel I mile(s),

Uf :the fastest mile wind speed(m/s).

To find wind average velocity. Simiu and Scanlan(l978), developed an equation of the
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ratio of wind speed at any duration, V" to the one·hour duration wind s!,,-'Cd, VJ.tIl~1 :

such an equation is expressed as:

U.JU,,6OIl = 1.277 + 0.296 lanh(0.9 loglo (4S/tl) (4,25)

for 1< t < 3,6005

U';U3,600 = ·0,15 (oglo t + 1.5334

for 3,600 < 1 < 36,000 s

(4.26)

Correttlon due 10 stability

The stability of a boundary layer of air and sea is determined by the temperature

difference between those fluids given as aT = T. - T.. where T. and T,(in IIC) are the

air and sea temperature respectively. (n the event that aT is zero, the boundary layer is

in a neutral stability, and no correction of wind speed is required. If 6.T is negative, the

boundary layer is unstable, and the wind speed is more effective in gencrating waves. If

aT is positive, the boundary layer is stable and in this case the wind is less effectivc in

wave generation.

If aT is not zero, the wind speed correction is given as:

where, U

U = RTU(lO)

:cOrTectcd wind speed(m/s),
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RT :correction factor(non dim.),

U(IO) :wind speed at 10 m leve[(m!s).

A graph to find the correction factor RT was developed by Resio and Vincent(1977) as

shown in Figure 4, I

d. Correction due to location effects

This correction is used when wind data is not available over water, It is employed

because there is a difference of friction when the wind travels over land and waler, Resio

and Vincent(l977) found the relationship between over water and over land wind speed

as given in a graph as shown in Figure 4.2

Correction due to wind-stress factors

The wave growth formulas are expressed in terms of wind stress factor U" After

appropriate windspeed conversions(a - d) are made, the windspeed is converted to a wind

stress factor given as,

where, U.

U

U. = 0.71 U1.23

:adjusted wind speed(m!s),

:wind spec:.J before adjustment(m!s).

(4.28)

The wind stress factor accounts for the non-linear relationship between windstress

and wind speed, These approximations are made to reduce biases in wind data(Shor€

ProUcriOlI Manllal, 1984),
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Temp.uluuOiff.r~nco (f. _T.)lndelreeCelciu.

Figure 4.1. Amplification Ratio (R.)
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lflndSpeed(mj,J

Figure 4.2. Over Water-Over Land Windspeed Ratio (RJ (Reslo & Vincenl, 1977)
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4.6. Vector Regression Analysis

One way to estimate a random variable from other variable(s) is by developing:

a mOOel of the relationship between them. Such a model may be obtained by a procedure

which is called regression analysis.

If a regression analysis is employed to relate one variable to other variables, then,

a multivariate regression may be appropriate. This type of regression should fulfil a

condition that those variables should be independent each other. Sometimes, such a

condition can not be fulfilled, so other methods should be used.

A vector has two variables which are magnitude and direction. Most likely, the

magnitude and direction of the vector representing winds are not independent. To relate

two vectors, there is a method called vector regression. This regression may be used to

estimate one vector from the other. Thus, they may be different in time, space or both.

Once an equation has, by regression, been established, one might want to know

how good is that equation for estimation. This may be asses~ by looking at the

correlation coefficient or the error of the estimation to the observed data.

4.6.1. Vector regrt!SSion equation

The general situation of two vectors V and W, in two dimensions, is illustrated

in Figure 4.4. Each vector has its own coordinate system, so each has an x-component

and y-component.

It can be said that vector V is the same as vector W, if W is rotated by an angle

9, stretched by a factor Q and translated by a vector u(see F. Mc. Keena, 1986). This
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operation, in general, is written as:

(4.29J

where, v = vector V,

w= vector W,

a = stretching factor,

R "" rotalion matrix,

u "" vector of translation.
YI

YI'

Y

Vy Y

Vx

6

-'''''"*-..If-_-, Xl

XI'

Figure 4.3. Vector Rotation and Tmnslation

In two dimensions, -the rotation matrix, R, is defined as :

[
COS8 siD 8]

R:< -sin8 eos8
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For convenience, assume

.=aR=[aCOd a.i"J_[' ~l
-asin9 acosO -(3 a

where Ct and 13 are a.cosB and a.sinB respectively.

Substituting matrix A into equation(4.29) gives the following matrix equation:

[V,] _[ • ~ 1[W'j + [ u'j
v, -per W, ",

V, = u, + er W. + (J W,

V,=u,-(3W.+aW,

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

If two sets of vectors Vand W are available, for a constant value of u., u,., a and fJ, the

total squared error(SE) of these vectors is expressed as:

Minimizing the total SE can be performed by equating derivatives of SE with respect to
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u.. u", u, fl equal to zero as follows,

E v... -IIU... +E a: Jr... + 1: ""r
aSE -0
-ru;

(4.36)

(4.37)

Rewriting equation(4.36), (4.37), (4.38) and (4.39) in a fonn of matrix equation, leads

to the following expression:

Ew. Ew,

[~l'
Ev.

Ew, -Ew. Ev, (4.40)

EH'~ Eli, E (W/+fI/) E (Vl'.+v/t,l

E"', -E"'. 0 E (W/+'fI/1 E (Vl',-V,J<.I
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Matrix equation(4.40) can be simplified as:

[
nO r OJ [U'] ["']o .D • -r ur .. ~

r.tO 0: ~

• -r 0 t p a.

where. n "" sample size,

s "" EW,.

.. - E (V1',-VI'.)'

(4.41)

To find the constants u.. u,.. «, p, in equation(4.35) can be solved by matrix operations.

The results are :
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u • aJt:+lra,-sa))
I nt rJ sJ

11_ na,-lra\+ssJ)
nt_rJ_s J

IJ. na~ + lraJ-sa.)

nt-r i sf

(4.43)

(4.44)

(uS)

Ifequations(4.42), (4.43), (4.44), (4.45) are expanded 10 their original terms, then, they

are rewritten as:

" • (EV,) (E (".'0".'» -[(E",> (E (VJ'."VI',ll 0(E",) (E (v/,,-VI'.ll]
~ nE (",~J+W/I-(L",~)J-(LW,ll

(4.46)

" _ (Ev,> (E (".'o",'ll +[<E",> (E lVl',-VI',ll- (E",HE (V/'.OVI',ll]
I nI: lW/+w/) (EW~)l (I:w,)J

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.49)
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4.6.2. Vector correlation coefficient

The relationship between two sets of vectors, whether it is good or not, can be

judged by looking at their correlation coefficient. The closer the correlation coefficient

to one is an indication that they have a strong relationship.

There are two ways of expressing a vector correlation coefficient. One was

developed by C. S. Durst(t954) and the other was introduced by Arnold Court(1958).

Durst's correlation coefficient, r, was developed by neglecting the rotation factor.

It is easy to calculate, and it provides a good indication. Durst's r is expressed as:

where, rvw = Durst's correlalion coerticient of vector V and W,

(4.50)

v,,,v,-v;

To have a better indication of the vector relationship, one may use Court's

correlation coefficient, R. It was developed by taking into account the rotation factor.

However, it is more difficult to calculate this correlation coefficient. This correlation

coefficient is ell:pressed as:
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14.51)

where, R-.. = Court's correlation coefficient of vector V and W.

r..... "" correlation coefficient of VI and w..

r ...., = correlation coefficient of v. and w~,

r.,", = correlation coefficient of v, and w.,

r.,w, = correlation coefficient of v7 and w,.

r ....., = correlation coefficient of w. and w,_

v.. v,. w" and w, are the same as in equation(4.50).

4.7. Statistics of Waves

The waves generated in the sea have different wave properties(height, period and

direction). If interaction among them is combined with refraction, rencction, damping,

etc., lhen the variation of wave properties will become more complicated.

In engineering practice, it can be said that all planning and design related with

coastal and ocean structures depend on representative wave properties. As the vanation

of wave direction is more certain, the discussion will be devoted to the variation of wave

height and period.
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4.7.1. Wave Height Distribution

The probability of a wave height, H, greater than a specific wave height, H in a

wave height distribution is equal 10 the number of waves of height H greater thanA'

divided by lotal number of waves. This is mathematically expressed as:

P(H>A')=':;;, £orN-QI>

where, P(H>A') :the probability of H> H,

n. :number of H> fi,

N :total number of wave height data.

(4.52)

If the wave height is ranked from the highest order to the lowest order, the

average value of pN highest data is defined as H., which is eApressed as:

where,

H,

EB,
B =_'"_'_

, (pH]

:any positive values less or equal to one,

;the mean of pN highest wave height(m),

:the rank of data,

(4.53)

H, :the wave height of rank r(ml,
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N :total number of wave data.

[PN} :lhe inleger part of the number pN.

Based on the definition expressed in Equation(4.53), Hill is an important wav~

height used in design. Munk(l944) defined Hill as the significant wave height, H•. The

mean value of wave data is defined as HI. and it is given as:

(4.54)

where, HI :the mean of wave height(m),

:the rank of data,

H, :lhe wave height of rank rem),

N :total number of data.

Another important wave height is HnlU• which is given as:

r
-

N
• 1 ,H_ -LH,

N'.l

(4.56)

where. H..... :root mean square of wave height(m),

:the rank of data,

N :total number of data.
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The distribution of the probability of H greater than any given value of B, is

closely approximated by a Rayleigh distribution, and this is given as:

where, H

~( 11 )'
p(H>lh:o 7C

:waveheight(rn),

(4.57)

b :a specific wave height(m),

H.... :root mean square wave height(m).

Using this distribution, the relationship between H,. and H... can mathematically

be defined(see R. G. Dean and R. A. Dalrymple, 1991), and it leads to the following

result,

where, Hp

~ • r,;;-:!.E .rEa ( r,;;-:!)
H~ ~"'''''p:lP ~ ...u.p

:the mean of the pN highest wave height(m),

(4.58)

erfe :CrTor function, where erfe(x) is defined as:

ertc (.z) :....!.. fexp (- tal dt
{ii.

From Equation(4.58), important wave heights can be found as:
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H I13 = 1.80H.-

HI = O.886H .....

(4.59)

(4.60)

4.7.2. Significant Wan Period

The significant wave period may be obtained from observed data. It is likely equal

to the mean of 10 to 15 successive prominent waves. It has also a value close 10 the

average period of all waves whose crests are greate.r than the sea water level and whose

troughs are lower than the sea water level(see Shore Protection Manual, 1984).
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Chapter 5

Methodology

5.1. Quantification or Longshore Sediment Transport Rate

The most common way to estimate the longshore sediment transport quantity over

a period of time is by evaluating the sediment trapped or eroded at coastal slructures. In

this study, two jelties. which are available in the study area, are used. Since thejelties

used are relatively new structures, the change of shoreline due to sedimentation or

erosion is still small. Therefore, the efficiency of trapping sediment of such structure can

be expected to be reliable enough.

To measure the sediment trapped, three cross sectional surveys were perfonned.

Each survey covers 12 cross sections, 6 cross sections are at the left side of the leftjeuy,

and another 6 cross sections are at the right side of the right jetty(see Figure 5.1),

Roughly I the distance between two successive jetties is expected to be 50 m. The actual

distance, however, is in the range of 41.5 m ull 10 69.S m. To locate the position of

these sections, the control point of each section is linked, by a polygon, to the available
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Bench Marks(BM) where their elevation and coordinates arc known. Each section

consists of several points. The dis1ance between two successive poinls is about 10 to 20

m depending on the surface configuration. At each point. the elevation was measured

referring to the 8M. The elevation of each point was measured by using a level.

Positioning of each section was performed by measuring the bearing angle between tltis

section to the reference 8M. To do this job, a tlteodolite was used. The distance between

two successive points was measured using a measuring tape.

B.2 L1.3
B.5

8.14 8.16 8.18

-

:IB.4 9.13
B.15 B.17

B.1
B.3

~ I
Figure 5.1. The Plan of Cl't)SS SectioDal Survey

During the survey, one surveyor and four rod men were employed. Mt:a,surcmcnt

of point elevation in tlte water was done by wading procedure. To keep the points in a
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straight line, the surveyor guided the rod man in placing the staff gauge. The time of the

survey was seJected during the Jow tide period and when the waves were not too high,

so the error due to environmental conditions could be minimised. For the purpose of the

study, the furthest section from the jetty was selected as the location where the section

is relatively s''l,ble. In other words, there is no significant change in cross sectional area

of this section.

To estimate the change of cross sectional area, the cross sectional area of each

survey should be known first. The area of each section is calculated referring 10 a

particular base level. The base level was chosen in a such, so that all points are above

this level. The calculation of cross sectional area employs the following equation,

where, Ai : the cross sectional area of section j(m~,

: the elevation of point i(m),

: the base level(m),

: the distance between point i and point (i+ 1) (m).

(5.1)

Once cross sectional area dat.a of eaeh section for each survey obtained namely

Ai' Ai' ,and Ai'" the change of cross sectional area of each inler survey of each section
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can be found as (~'·A~ and (Aj"-A/). The notation of A/ and~" represent Ihe cross

sectional area of lhe second and the third surveys rt:Spectively.

'The volume change of each inter survey period may be obtained as:

[Af-A,.":-A,] [":-"'.":-A,]v- --.-- .L,. --.-- .~+ ••••••••

where, V

.......... .[":., -"'.;...: -"'I. L•.,

: the volume change within inter survey{ml ),

(5.2)

A; : the area of section j of the first survey(m"l.

A;' : the area of section j of the second survey(m~.

I, : the distance between section j and section 0+ I} (m).

Since three surveys were conducted, two volume changes are available in this

study.

5.2. Longshore Transport Energy Calculation

Longshore transpon energy can be obtained if wav... data are available. Such data

includes wave height, period, and direction. For the purpose of the study, wave data in

the period May 4", 1992 to August 18110
, 1993 are needed. This period coincides with the
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period of cross sectional survey, Unfortunately, the available wave data were obtained

within the period of June 1", 1990 to May 31-, 1991. To o....ercome such a shortage of

data, wave hindc:asting was ctll'Iducted using wind speed data.

In lhe period July 101., 1990 to June 3()d', 1991, wind data are available. It consists

of daily wind speed and wind direction. This data were recorded by a tempc:nary

meteorological station named Alue Nap station. At about 2S kms. south east of Alue

Naga station, there is a permanent climatological station named Slang Bintang station,

The climatological data of Slang Binlang station includes wind data which have been

collected for about 10 years, The wind data of this station during the period of cross

sectional survey are also available. Therefore, if the wind data of Alue Naga station can

be estimated using the data of Slang Sintang station, and the wave data can be obtained

using the estimated wind data then the estimated longshore transpon energy of the study

area can also be calculated. Three proctdures in obtaining longshore transport energy

have been tried as follows.

5.2.1. The Application of Vector Regression

In this procedure, Wlnd data at Alue Nap station are estimated from 81ang

Bintang data applying vector regression analysis. The advantage of using vector

regression is that the wind speed and wind direction can be obtained simultaneously. The

flow chan of this procedure can be seen in Figure 5,2, The first step is the develoilment

of a regression equation employing wind data in the period wh.en the data are available

in both stations, The second ~lep is checking the reliability of the model(the regression
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Figure 5.2. Flow Chart or An Appllcatlon of Vector Regression
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equation).The reliability of the model is assessed by looking at the correlation coefficient.

Generally, if the correlation coefficient is greater than 0.90 the model is considered

reliable. If the model is reliable. then, it is adopted; otherwise. the model is rejected.

The third step is applied only if the model is good enough for prediction. In this step,

the model is used for generating wind data during the required period. After wind data

is obtained, this data can be used for wave data hindcasting. Finally, the longshore

energy transport calculation can be performed employing estimated wave data.

5.2.2. The Application of Linear Regression

In this procedure, the first step is estimation of wind speed and direction which

are treated separately. The disadvantage of this procedure is that the direction of the

estimated wind speed is not known. However, the wind direction usually has a seasonal

pattern. By looking at statistical data of wind direction, the distribution of wind direction

may be obtained. The procedure of linear regression is almost the same as the procedure

in 5.2. L The only difference is that, in this procedure, linear regression is used instead

of vector regression. When the model is reliable, which means the error does not give

significant effect. the wave data of required period can be obtained using the model. The

next step is estimating wave direction based on seasonal pattern of relationship between

wind and wave direction. After wave data including direction are obtained, the next step

deals with longshore transport energy calculation.

5.2.3. The Wave Data Similarity
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In this procedure, the data of wind direction at Blang Bintang during the period~

1990-1991 and 1992-1993 are compared. By looking at the distribution of wind din.'Ction

during these periods, it was found that the distribution of wind direction in both periods

are almost identical. Considering this situation, it is reasonable to assume that the

distribution of wind direction at Alue Naga station during periods 1990-1991 and 1992

1993 are also identical. Furthennore, the wave data within the period 1992-1993 is also

assumed to have the same distribution as in 1990-1991. Applying these assumptions, the

estimated longshore energy transport during the study period can be obtained directly

using the wave data of the period 1990-1991.

The results and discussions of the application of procedures 5.2.1, 5.2.2, and

5.2.3 will be given in Chapter 6.

5.3. Computer Pro2rammes Used in The Study

In this study, computer programmes written in QBasic were developed for

longshore transport energy calculation. Generally, the programmes consist of inputs,

processes and outputs. The data inputs include wave height, wave period, beach slope

and boltom friction factor. The processes include calculations of wave properties at the

deep water and at the breaker line, calculations of longshore transport energy anci

longshore sediment transport. If the processes include longshore sediment transport

calculation, additional data are required, i.e., sediment specific gravity, sea water

density, sediment porosity. The oulputS are the results of the calculations, Le., total
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longshore transport energy, total longshore sediment transport. The data input like wave

height and period may be adopted from available wave dam or generated by wave

hindcasting. The data of wave direction may be obtained by statistical analysis of the

relationship between wind direction and wave direction in the study area.

The first objective of data input processing is calculation of longshore trdllSport

energy which, then, can be used to calculate longshore sediment transport. Since

longshore transport energy is evaluated using wave properties at the breaker linc(see

Chapter 4), these wave properties should be determined first. To performed this

calculation, the wave propenies at the deep water(data input) are required. The

calculation procedures adopt linear wave theory, and the steps are as follows,

Step I.Calculation or Wave Length and Celerity at Deep Water

If the wave period at the deep water is known, the wave length and celerity at the

deep water may be calculated using the following equations,

where, L..

c.=*'" 1. 561310T

: the wave length at the deep water(m),

(5.3)

(5.4)

T : the wave period(s),
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Co : the wave celerity at the deep water(m/s),

: the gravitational acceleration(m/s2),

g "" 9.81 m1s2

'I" = 3.141593

Step 2.Calculation or Wave Height, Celerity and Direction at The Breaker Line

To calculate wave properties at the breaker line, the condition of critical wave

steepness is applied. For shallow water, Hamada(19SI) suggested that the critical wave

steepness is well defined as:

(5.5)

where, H: the wave height at shallow water(m),

L : the wave length at shallow water(m),

h : the water depth at shallow water(m).

When the waves propagate from the deep water to shallow water, wave properties

translation takes place which is called shoaling. In this process, the wave hei~hl increases

until it reaches a critical wave steepness. The wave height at any depth in shallow water

can be defined as:

(5.6)
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where, H : the wave height at the shallow water(m),

Ho : the wave height at the deep water(m),

: the ratio of wave group celerity to wave celerity, and it is given

: the water depth at shallow water(m),

L : the wave length at shallow water(m),

(5.7)

Co the wave celerity at the deep waler(m1s) as expressed in

equation(5.4),

: the wave celerity at shallow water(m/s), and it is expressed as:

c:2!:tanb(2d)
.. L

(5.8)

Combining equations(5.6), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.5) leads to the following equation:

"O.142tanh(.!¥1

From linear wave theory, UL,. may be expressed as:
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,........,(.f.)
L L.

(S.IO)

(5.11)

Substituting equation(S.ll) into (5.9) and replacing UL. with X, yields the

following equation,

Some defmitions involving hyperbolic function are given as follows•

....·'l<)·!..(~l
1 1-...

.daIa(taaJa·I(K») __"-

,p
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(5.16)

Substituting equations(5.l3) and (5.16) into equation(5.12), leads to the following

expression,

(~l' "'+In(I+'). ,'(I-,~
0.142L. I-x 2

(5.17)

Since He and Loarc known from the input data, equation(S.l7) can be solved and

the value of x of any values of H.. and L. can also be detennined. The easiest way to

solve this equation is by employing Newlon's method which is expressed as,

where, It,..,. : the new value of x in the iteration process,

(5.18)

~ : the old value of x in the iteration process,

f(x...,J : the value of the right side ofequation(5.17) evaluated at ltc.Id.

r{x...,J : the value of the first derivative of the right side of equation(5.17)

evaluated atx....r,
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: the value of the left side of cquation(5.17).

The first derivative of the right side of equation(S. 11) is obtained as,

(5.19)

The process of iteration in finding the x-value should be started by giving an

initial value of x. In the computer program, the initial value of x is taken as,

(
H. )~

x'" O.142L.
(S.10)

Since the critical wave steepness is applied in the calculation of x, a condition

rnustbe mel which results from(S.I1) and (5.S) and the fact that Itanh(x)1 s I, namely,

H
--'-<1
O.14ZL.

(5.11)

This condition is based on equation(5.12) where at the right side of the equation has

always the value of less than one. If this condition is violated, the computer program will
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not work. Once an x-value is obtained, the calculation is continued by step 3.

Step 3.Calculatlon or Longshore Transport Energy

The wave length at Ihe shallow water can be obtained using the following

expression,

where, L

L= L._ x

: the wave length at shallow water(m),

(5.22)

L.. : the wave length at the deep water(m),

: the x-value of equation(5.l3).

The wave length, L, obtained from equation(5.22) is actually the wave length al

the breaker line. The water depth, h, al the breaker line can be obtained as a function of

'as,

h.-.£.10(1")
4x I-x

(5.23)

The wave direction at the breaker line may be obtained employing Snell's law

given as,
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where, C. : the wave celerity at the deep water(m/s) and it can be obtained

from equation(j.4).

~ : the wave direction at the deep wat~,

(I~ : the wave direction at the breaker linef>,

C. : the wave celerity at the breaker linc(m/s) and it is given as,

c = l..!..:&
• 2.

(5.25)

Combining equations(j,25). (5.24) and (5.4) leads to the expression of O'~ as,

(5.26)

The value of c.. for longshore transport energy calculation may be obtained by

the following equation,

cel' = n. c~ (5.27)

where, Cc~ : the wave group celerity evaluated at the breaker line(m/s),

: the ratio of wave group celerity to wave celerity given in

equation(5.7),

C. : the wave celerity at the breaker line(m/s); it can be obtained using

equation(5.25).
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Calculation of the wave height at the breaker line, Hb, can be performed by

employing eqIJations(4.1O) and (4.11) in Chapter 4. The calculations employ the value

of sea bottom friction factor, f, which in this study was taken to be equal to 0.015.

Horikawa(l978) recommended the value of f in the range of 0.01 to 0.02. After the

values of a~, c,1>' and Hb are obtained, the longshore transport energy may be calculated

using equation(4.3) in Chapler 4.

"Norlh(N)
NW ~ •. "

---'-_-L=~*",=;"-=,j::::::-;;E.st(E)

SE

Soulh(S)

Figure 5.3. The Position of Shore Line witb Respect to Dominant Wave Directions

For the wave direction to the len of normal line(see Figure 5.3), longshore

transport energy is given a positive sign, otherwise it is given a negative sign. In other

words, if longshore transport energy moves to the right, the sign is positive, and the

negative sign i~ given for the opposite direction.
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Step 4.Calculation Longshore Sediment Tl"2nsport

After longshore lransport energy is obtained, the step can be continued to find

longshore sediment transport. Combining equatioru(4.1) and (4.2) leads to the following

expression,

Q = __K__. p•
• (p,-p).t. a '

(5.28)

To calculate longshore sediment transport in unit of volume per unit of time, additional

data are required, i. e., sediment specific gravity(p,), sea water dcnsity(p), and

porosity('1)' In this study, the values of these p."rameters are taken as follows,

SedifT'Ctlt speciHc gravity(pJ

Sea water density(p)

Porosity(Il)

: 2,650 kg/mJ
,

: 1,025 kglm),

:0.4

These values were also used by U. S. Army CERC(1973). The value of porosity of 0.4

gives a' the value of 0.6(=1-0.4), where a' represents the solid content of one unit

volume of sediment. If significant wave height data is used for calculating the longshore

transport energy. Pb , the value of K is 0.39 (sec U. S. Army CERC, 1973). Using these

values, the equation of longshore sediment transport may be written as,

Q•• = C. p.
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where, Q••

p.

c

: longshore sediment transport(mJ/year),

: longshore transIXIrt energy(Nfs),

: a constant"" 1,290(ml .sJN.year).

Note that the units of Q. in equalion(S.28) are unit volume per second. To obtain

transport rate per year as indicated in equation(5.29), equation(5.28) was multiplied hy

the IOlal number of .seconds per year(=365x24x60x60).

A computer program listing for the longshore transport energy calculation

including the longshore sediment transport is provided in Appendix C.
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussions

6.1. Quantity of lAmgshore Sediment Transport

As mentioned in Chapter 5. during the study, three cross sectional surveys were

conducted Le., May 41!11992, May 25 11I 1993, and August 18'" 1993. From Ihesesurveys.

two volume changes could be evaluated. The method used for the calculations of the

volume change can be seen in Chapter 5. Calculation of cross sectional area refers to the

base level of -6 ro, where all survey points are above this level. Table 6.1. shows the

calculated area, in m2, of each section for the three surveys. The changes of cross

sectional area are plotted in graphs as shown in Figure 6.1. and Figure 6.2. Figure 6.1.

shows the change of the cross sectional area of the left jetty, and Figure 6.2. shows the

change of the right one. In general, at the left jetty, the cross sectional area increased

during the period of study; while at the right jetty it decreased. This suggests that during

the study period, the nellongshore seclimenllransport was positive. At the left jetty,

sediment accumulated, while at the right jetty, the sediment eroded. Looking at the area
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Table 6.1. Cross Sectional Area During Three Periods of Survey

Section no. I month

I May 4", 1992 I M,,25",lm I Aug 18", 1992

The Left Jetty

B.I 77J.n65 798.6920 879.5485

8.2 791.3525 844.3325 980.1868

B.3 810.2658 902.4555 1,04 l.6930

LI.3 867.2771 942.8585 1,079.4434

B.4 1,001.4601 1,078.3856 1,152.4338

B.5 902.7342 1,212.435'7 1,263.5738

The Right Jetty

B.13 917.6748 1,079,8730 1,073.7028

B.14 1,024.2703 1,055.8899 1,076.3915

B.l5 1,044.1573 1,012.5588 963,6441

B.16 1,050.4712 978.3104 906.8505

8.17 1,081.2738 1,033.0848 897.6602

8.18 1,095.4484 1,049.1540 948.3287

changes close to the jetties Le., 8.5 for the left jetty and D.13 for the right jetty(see

Figure 5.1), it can be seen that for both jetties, sediment deposition took place. The

reason for this is that the sediment which is close to the jetty is difficult to erode. even

in the erosion region. because of the ·protection· of the jetty against wave attack. When

the waves propagate 10 the left direction. erosion takes place at the left jetty and

sedimentation at the rigllt jetty. In the opposite direction of wave propagation, erosion

occurs at the right jetty and sedimentation at the leO jetty. The net sedimentation or

erosion is the difference between totaJ sedimentation and erosion.
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Figure 6.2. The Changes of Cross Sedionnl Area of The Right Jelly
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The quantity of longshore sediment transport of each inter survey may be

estimated from the area changes. This can be seen in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. As

mentioned in the previous chapter, the selection the furthest sections, i.e., B.t for the

Jeftjettyand 8.18 for the right jetty, are by the assumption that these sections are in an

Table 6.2. Total Volume Change or May 4lb
, 1992 to May 2~, 1993

Section Distance The Change The Change

00. of Area of Volume

(m) (m2) (m3)

Bs.J 0.00 0.00 0.00

B.I 44.:56 24.97 5:56.21

0.2 50.00 52.98 1,948.64

B.3 41.50 92.19 3012.27

L1.3 45.00 75.58 3774.85

B.4 46.00 76.93 3.507.66

B.5 69.50 309.70 13,435.29

Total Volume Chan2e 26,234.91

B.13 0.00 162.20 0.00

8.14 48.00 31.62 4,651.63

B.15 43.00 (31.60\ 0.45

B.16 46.00 72.16 (2,386.46

8.17 51.00 (48.19\ (3068.92\

8.18 51.00 (46.29 12,409.33

Bs.1I 1246.18 0.00 128.845.66

Total Volume Chan2e 32058.29
otes: Figures In oracKels m lcate negatIVe Values

equilibrium state; no cross sectional area changes take place in these sections. Howeyer,

during the study period, it was found thai these cross sectional areas did change. In order

the v('Ilume of sediment transport during each inler survey can be obtained, the
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equilibrium sections should be known. To find the volume change of these sections, a

method of extrapolation is used. The results of such eXirapolation are estimated

equilibrium sections BS.l of the teftjelty and BS.II of thc rightjcny. The contribution of

Table 6.3. Total Volume Change of May 2~, 1993 to A.ugust 181lo , 1993

Section Distancc The Change The Change
no. of Area ofVolumc

(m) (m2) (m3)

Bs.l 0.00 0.00 0.00

B.1 73.51 80.86 2,971.84

B.2 50.00 135,85 5,417.77

B.3 41.50 139,24 5,708.15

Ll,3 45.00 136.58 6.206.00

B.4 46.00 74.05 4,844.56

B.5 69.50 51.14 4,350,22

Total Volume Chan e 29,498.55

B.13 0.00 (6.17\ 0.00

8.14 48.00 20.50 343.95

8.15 43.00 (48.91) (610.88)

B.16 46.00 (71.46) (2.768.61)

8.17 51.00 (135.42) (5.275.55)

8.18 51.00 (100.83) (6,024,37)

Bs.I1 148.62 0.00 (7.492.24)

Total Volume Chan e (21827.70)
otes: Figures In oracket In Icate negative values

section BS.II of the right jetty to the total volume change is very significant about 90%

during the first inter survey(fable 6.2) and 30% during the second inter survey(Table

6.3), While for the left jetty, cstimated section Bs.l is less significant in contributing to

the total volume change, i.e., about 2% during the first inter survey and about 10%
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during the second one.

Theoretically, the total volume change of each inter survey of the left jetty and

right jetty should be the same, assuming that the jetties are very efficient in trapping

sediment. The results show that they are not the same. Since the evaluation of total

volume change of the right jetty involves a very significant uncertainties, the error of

such uncertainties will cause a significant change to the results. Therefore, in this study,

the volume change al the left jetty is used for longshore sediment transport evaluation.

6.2. Vector Regression Approach

The method used is given in Chapter 5. For the purpose of the development of

vector regression equation, the data from July l't, 1990 to June 30"', 1991 of daily

Table 6.4. Vector Correlation Coefficients of Alue Naga and Blang Bintaog stations

Note: Data of D

D,ta Corr. coeff, r

Total 0.342785

J"1 1990 0.203511

Au ust 1990 0.486099

Seotember 1990 0.471815

October 1990 0,415054

November 1990 0.547547

Januarv Ig~t 0.259412

February 1991 0.693012

March 1991 0.281864

Aoril1991 0.547930

Mav 1991 0.350497

June 1991 0.272307
ccemoer 1~~U 0 B. Bmlan st. IS not availab1e
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average wind velocity and direction of Blang Bintang and Alue Naga stalion arc used.

Calculations of vector correlation coefficients were performL-d for 10lal data and monthly

data. To do this calculation, Court's method was employed(see Chapter 4). The results

of such calculations are given in Table 6.4. An inspection of the results, reveals that

generallyaH data have a very low correlation coefficient, r, which ranges from 0.20 to

0.69. This suggests that those stations are not correlated. To show how this prediction

was performed, the data in the month of February [990 was analyzed, since in thi!>

month, the correlation coefficient is the highest. The results can bc seen in Table 6.5.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the comparison of estimated wind speed and direction ami

observed ones at Alue Naga station. The standard error of estimate obtained was about

41 % of the mean of daily average data. Because of such an unsatisfying result of

estimation. this procedure was not continued.

6.3. Linear Regression Approach

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the procedure of linear regression is the same as the

vector regression approach. The estimation of wind speed and direction are treated

separately. The calculation of the correlation coefficient. r, was performed for total and

monthly data, and Ute results are given in Table 6.6. Again the same as with the vector

regres~lon approach, the results showed very low correlation coefficients. This suggests

that if daily average wind velocity data is used, the two stations have no correlation.

Evaluation on a weekly average was also conducted. The graphs showing the comparison

of weekly average wind speed at Alue Naga and Blang Bintang stations during the pericx1
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Table 6.5, The Compariloc of Ealimlted Icd Actual Data of Wicd Speed and Directicn at
Alue Naga Station as The Result of Vector Regression

FEB'91
date

1
"2
3.
S..
"7....
\0
IT
IT
IT
j4
is
i6
j1
18
19
20
2t
n
23
24
25
26
2'i
28

Standard Error of Wind Vel. ~limale "" 2.316899
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Figure 6.3. The Comparison or Estimated nnd Actual Wind Speed Oala at Allie
Naga Station
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Figure 6.4. The Comparison or Estimated and Actual Wind Dircttion Data at Alue
Naga Slation
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July 1990 - June 1991

Figure 6.5. The Distribution of Weekly Average Wind Speed at Alue Naga Station

July (990 - June 1991

Figure 6.6. The Distribution of Weekly Average Wind Speed at Blang Bintang
Station
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of July 1990 to June 1991 can be seen in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. By inspection, it

is quite obvious that there is no COl relation between thosc two data. Therefore. fllf

weekly average data, runher evaluation was not performed.

Table 6.6. Linear Correlation Coefficients of Alue Nnga and Rlang mntnll~ slntiOllS

Notes: Data of

t----~-- ~;_.£.~

Tola! 0.342786

J"1 1990 0.018330

Aup:ust 1990 0.256926

Sc tember 1990 0.004690

October 1990 0.179366

November 1990 0.242889

Januarv 1991 0.486871

Februarv 1991 0.627636

March 1991 0.3411038

April 1991 0.422832

Mav 1991 0.182800

June 1991 0.238523
December IYYU of Bl. Inlang sf. IS not available

The next trial was 10 compare monthly average wind speed data of both stations.

This comparison can be seen in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. The graphs show that there

is some visible correlation, so their correlation coefficients were evaluated. If both uata

are plotted in a X- Y graph, where the X-axis represents the monthly average of wind

speed at Blang Bintang, and the Y-axis represenlS Ihe' Alue Naga station, visually, two

distinct relations can be seen in Figure 6.9; the first relation is in the period of October

to May, and the second relation is in Ihe period of June to September. If correlation

coefficients are calculated for each of these periods, then this gives thc correlation
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coefficient of 0.97 for the period of October to May, and for the oU'er period, the

correlation coefficient is 0.69. The results of this calculation ate given in Table 6.7.

~ 6

~
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~
~ .
~
.;
~ 3l ~ ~ ~ __'

2

- OCT-MAY --••• JUN-SE:P

Figure 6.9. A Correlation of Average Wind Speed at Alue Naga and Blang Bintang
Station in The Period of 19,9()..1991

Since the results show quite a good prediction, the regression equation was adopted for

longshore transport energy calculation. These regression equations are given as,

Est.AN =0.342075 . BB + 2.479067 for the period of Oct.-May (6.1)

Fort.AN = 0.317475. B8 + 4.625153 for the period of June-Sept (6.2)

where, Est.AN: estimated average monthly wind speed at Alue Naga station(m/s),

BB : the data of average monthly wind speed at Blang Bintang

station(m/s).
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After the estimated monthly average data at Alue Naga were llbL.linl'd. they were

used for prediction of wave properties at the same lo.:ation(the study area). This wave

hindcasting was done by employing equations(4.20) and (4.21) in Chapter 4, with the

Table 6.7. The Results of Regression Analysis

Month AN estAN BB S .Error

OCt 3.874194 3.786677 3.822581 0.007659

Nov 3.736667 3.888417 OOסס4.12 0.023028

Dec 3.767742 3.914679 4,196774 0.021591

I.. 3.909677 3.903645 4.164516 OO36סס.0

Fob 4.046429 3.752075 3.721429 0.086644

Mar OOסס3.67 3.630720 3.366667 0.001543

Ao< OOסס3.21 3.385566 OOסס2.65 0.030823

Mav 3.396774 3.349703 2.545161 0.002216

Mean Square Error I 0.021693

Standard Error ~~
Correlation Coeff.. r 0.968555

I"" 5.933333 5.369t04 2.343333 0.318355

1"1 5.032258 5.413721 2.483871 0.145514

'"' 6.419355 6.284218 5.225806 0.018262

Seo .'U86667 5.704570 3.4QOO)Q O. [01062

Mean Square Error I 0.145798

Standard Error 10.381835

Correlation Coeff., r 0.690882

assumption that fully developed waves occurred. The wave direction data of each month

was estimated as having the same distribution as in the respective month of the period

of 1990 and 1991. The reason for this will be discussed in the next section.

Computer programs for calculation longshor~ sediment transport by this approach
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Tlble 6.8. The Pro&rar;n Outf>UI lA-I, IA-2, IB-Iand 18-2

97,824.953
7821.297

E.I.s.tm3

65 1.922
141981.188

!B-2
-s.e.e
+s.'.l.'.l

Out ut
IB-l
2rc.c
Ire.e.

E.I.s.1 m3

194270.219
2843.655

1~5

292710.313

IA 2
s.e.c

+s.e.e

OUI Ul
IA-I
2re.c
Irc.e.

No.

3
4

Remarks:
EI.S.I; Estimated Longshore Sediment Transporl
No.1 : 2 Icgresslon equallonswclc uscd for prediction

'NindspcedalAJueNaga
No.2; I rcgressloncqualionw.Jsuscdforpredictlon

windspccdal AJue Naga
No.3 :2rcgrcssioncqualionswcrcdeduclcdby

theirslandardcrrorofcslimatc(s.e.c)
No.4 :2rcgrcssioncqualionswereaddcdby

thcirslandardcrrorofcSllmalc(s.C.e)

Table 6.9. The Pro,ralll Output IA-3 and 18-3
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are given in Appendix C. The computer program IA is for the longshore sedimcnt

transport calculation of :he period oJf May 4"', 1992 to May 25"', 1993. while Ih~

computer program IB is for the period of May 2611>, 1993 to August 18"', 1993. TIIC

oul1'ut of computer vrograms rA and 18 arc presented in Table 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10. 11lc

Table 6.10. The Program Output IA-4 and 1B-4

Output IA-4 Out ut 18-4

Sea Water Dens. E.l.s.t(mJ) E.I.s.t(m)

1,021 193,512 97,44'3

1,022 193,702 97,539

1,023 193,89\ 97.634

1,024 194,081 97.730

1,025 194,270 97,825

1,026 194,460 97,920

1,027 194,649 98,016

1,028 194,839 98,111

1,029 195,028 98,207

Friction factor

0.010 200,579 100,315

0.011 199,291 99,809

0.012 198,016 99,307

0.013 196,754 98.809

0.014 195,506 98,315

0.015 194,270 97,825

0.016 193,047 97,339

0.017 191,836 96,857

0.Ql8 190,638 96,379

0.019 189,451 95,904
Note: E..S.t - estlmated ongs ore sediment transport

output IA-l and 18-1 shows the comparison of using 2 regression equations and I

regression equation, i.e., equalion(6.1) assuming that this equation is valid for entire

period. If these OUtpUIS are compared to the measured sediment transport, i.e. ,26,000 m]
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Wind OLr..ellon (de....)

Figure 6.10. The Distribution or Wind Direction al Blang Bintang Station in The
Period Dr 1990-1991

IJ~ 150 U5 no
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Figure 6.11. The Distribution Dr Wind Direction at Slaog Bintang Station In The
Period or 1992-1993
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for the first period and 29.000 ml for the second period. th~n using :2 re~rcssion

equation.~ provides an overestimate, while using I regression gives an underestimate. The

output IA-2 and 18-2 show the results if the stando.rd error of cstimate is deducted or

added to the two regression equations. Even though the regression equations are reduced

by their standard error of estimate, the results arc still very high. The output lA-3 lllld

IB-3 show the sensitivity of eSlimated wind speed data at Alue Naga in innuendng the

results. Since longshore sediment transport is proportional to almost the fifth !lOwer of

the wind speed, it is obvious that a small error in its prediction will give quite :1

significant error in the calculation of the longshore scdiment transport. The output IA-4

and IB-4 show how the change of the value of sea water dcnsity(p) and the friction

factor(f) influence the results. It is clearly not significant. In this study, generally, within

the period of October to May. the wave force contributcs a significant amount of

longshore sediment transport, even if it happens in a shortcr time.

6.4. The Similarity of Wind Direction Approach

Thedistribution of wind direction at Blang Bintang station during periods of 1990

1991 and 1992-1993 is grouped into 8 directions. The results of grouping can be seen

in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. These two distributions ;Ippear 10 be almost identical, and their

correlation coefficient is 0.898. This is more obvious if they are plotted in one graph as

shown in Figure 6.12. Since the distribution of wind direction at Blang Bintang slation

in periods 1990-1991 and 1992-1993 are almost identical, it is likely that al Alue Naga

station, the distribution of wind direction will behave the same as at Blang Bintang
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station. Furthermore, in this study, wave direction, height, period at Alue Naga during

these periods arc also assum...-j the same. Based on this assumption, longshore sediment

transport during the study pcriod(!992-1993) was estimated using the available wave data

of the period of 1990-1991. The available data consists of HlIJ, Til), and the direction of

deep water waves; these data were measured al 9:00 a. m. and 3:00 p. m. In this study,

.. ~..
...

Wind Dircction (dccrcc)

Figure 6.12. The Comparison of The Distribution of Wind Diredion at BlaDg
Bintang Station in The Period or 19~1991 aDd 1992·1993

these dara are assumed to represent the half-daily average dara. The data measured at

9:00 a. m. is assumed representing the data of the period of 0:00 • 12:00 a. m., and the

data measured at 3:00 p. m. for the period of 0:00 - 12:00 p. m. Since the equation used

for the longshore sediment lrnIlsport calculation as given in equation(5.28) is for the rate

per year, this equation should be multiplied by a factor 121(365 :t 24) for the half daily

rate. This factor depends on what duration is chosen. Computer programs of this
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calculation are given in Appendix C. The computer program IIA is for the longshore

sediment transpor1 calculation of the period of May 4111
, [992 to May 25"', 1993. while

for Ihe period of May 26"" 1993 to August 18'" was calculalt.-d llsinG the computer

Table 6.11. The Pr'lgram Output llA~l to nA~5 and 118--1 to 111\-5

Computer Program lIA Cnnputer Program 110

Output E.l.s.t(m1) Output E.l.s.t(mJ)

IIA~l 29,232.668 lIB-I 31,054.092

IIA~2 39,269.469 IIB-2 31,054.092
IIA~3 29,498.576 IIB-3 31,054.092

IIA-4 23.780.850 118-4 22,535.840
IIA·5 26,553.219 IIB-5 27,160.357

Note: E..S.t estimate ongsnore sc<.llmentlransport

program lIB. The difference between these two programs is that the data input are taken

from different time periods. The program output are given in Table 6.11. In this study,

the computer program does not work if the condition of HjO.142 L.. < I is not

fu[fiIled(see 5.21). Some input data of the COio'~uter program IIA violates this condition,

while no input data for the con.iluter program lIB does. To overcome this problem for

data which violate the condition, the TIIl~value is replaced by a new Till-value. This is

based on the assumption that theoretically the data should fulfill the condition. Since it

is violated, either Till or H. must be wrong. Since observation of H. is easier Ihan Till.

it is reasonable to assume that possible error is for observed Till' The replacement of

Tin-value employs the following equation;

T) ~ lIo
0.22171
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where, T : the corrected wave period(m/s),

H" : the wave height at Ihe deep water(m), in this case it is significant

wave heighl(H" II)'

This expression is derived from cquations(5.3) and (5.21) in Chapter 5. Since the

required T should be greater than the value on the right side of expression(6.3), a small

value is added to this term, in this study it is 0.015. Looking at tlte outputs of both

computer programs, their performance is quite satisfying. The measured quantity of

longshore sediment transport of 26,000 ml is estimated to be 29,000 mJ
, and in the

second period, the measured quantity of 29,000 mJ is estimated to be 31,000 mJ . The

computer program IIA is modified by not including the data that violates the condition.

This gives the output of 39,000 mJ which is further from the measured quantity

compared to the output of IIA. The next trial was to correct the data that violates the·

condition by the average value of T of available data that do not violate the condition and

have the same wave height. This program yields an estimated longshore sediment

transport of 29,500 mJ
• If Ihe input data of the computer program IIA are replaced by

monthly averages, no data violate the condition. This will give estimated sediment

transport of 24,000 mJ for the first period and 22,000 mJ for the second period. The last

trial in this study employs a monthly root Olear] square of wave height data and monthly

average of wave period data. This leads to the results of 26,000 of the first period and

27,000 of the second period. In the computer program, the calculation of longshore

sediment transport employs the value of the coefficient of proJXlruonality, K, of 0.39.

On the other hand. instead of calculating sediment tranSJXlrt, the K-value can also be
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computed. Table D in Appendix D shows the results of this calculiltion.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendation

7.1. Conclusions

Since the actual quantity of longshore sediment transport is estimated based on

cross sectional survey results, the accuracy of such surveys is crucial. Possible

inaccuracies may have originated from human error, instrument error and the error due

to environmental influences. Attempts to minimize such errors were executed in this

study. For example, 10 minimize the error due to environmental influence, the survey

was conducted at the time when the tide was low and the waves were nOI too high. This

means the available period for the survey is short which, in tum, minimizes human error

due 10 tiredness. The calculated volume of sediment trapped or eroded at the jetties is

also subject 10 uncertainty. since the extent of the cross sectional survey did not cover

the equilibrium sections. Ho....ever, since the pattern of cross sectional changes of each

inlersurvey can be scen(see Figure 6.1 and 6.2), the uncertainty may be minimized.

Another source of error comes from wind data. In this study, some of the

available wind speed data were recorded as a whole number. Since longshore sediment
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transport is proportional to almost the tifth power of wind sPCI."d, rounding Ih~ data 11I:ly

yield sig;;ifica.'ltly different results. Some data of direction are recorded in qualit;llivc

expressions, such as, N for North, NE for North E.1st etc. In lhis study, sueh dircclional

data were converted to qualitative expressions, such as, 0° for N, ol5(l for NE, cic., in

order Ihat quantification of longshore sediment transport could be pcrfornll'd. This

implies that the actual directional dat..1 other than those arc roulIlkd to the nearest such

direction, so this is anothe· source of error. If wind data is used, Ihe modeb employed

in wave hindcasting may also contributes inaccuracy of estimaled long.shure sediment

transport.

The results of this study as given in Chapter 6, suggest thai using observed wave

data provides a better result compared to using estimated wave data. Employing a value

of the coefficient of proportionality, K, of 0.39 yields the estimated longshore 5C<limcnt

transport close to the observed data. When the monthly root-mcan-square of Hill and

monthly average of Tin of the available data were employed, the result is closest to the

observed data. The advantage of using monthly root-mean-square of the data is that no

data viol(ltes the condition as discussed in Chapter 6. Therefore, for estimation of

longshore sediment transport in the study area, the use of monthly root-mean·square of

Hill and monthly average of TIIJ of observed half-daily data is suggested. In summary,

it can be said that estimation of longshore sediment transport is possible, and it gives

quite good results.

7.2. Recommendations

To reduce uncertainty involved in the volume calculation, the cross sectional
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survey should include equilibrium sections. In the study, the jetties are assumed efficient

in trapping sediment; this means no sedim~nt passes by the jetties. From the literature,

most of the volume of longshore sedimentlrallsport is in the surf zone which is the zone

inbetween the shoreline and breaker line. During th~ survey, most of the breaking waves

occurred at a distance from shoreline shorter than the length of the jetties; this suggests

that the assumption of efficient trapping may be correct. Even if sediment bypassing

occurred, the quantity may not be significant. To avoid such uncounted sediment, an

evaluation of the volume change at the erosion side during the period of erosion(negative

transport for the left jClly and positive transport for the right jetty) may answer the

problem. Therefore, a shorter period of intersurvey would be a good practice, since it

has a beller chance to have only one direction of sediment movement. It is also possible

thai the sediment bypassing the first jetty may also bypass the second jetty. If this

happens, the evaluation of longshore sediment transport quantity will be more

complicated. H3wever, such a situation is not likely to happen in this study, because thr.

distance between the two jetties is quite far, i. e., about 300 m. The study of longshore

sediment transport by evaluating sediment trapped at the coastal structures is better

conducted just after the completion of such structures; at this time the shoreline

advancement is still small which will minimize the possible sediment bypassing.

If wave hindcasting is used for estimation, the model used should be calibrated

first. This can be done, if continous data of both wind and wave data over a period of

tim~ are available. Continous data may also be needed for estimating wind data of one

slation from another station.
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Appendix A

The Data of Cross Sectional Area and Beach Slope



Table A.1. The Oala 01 Cross Secllons 8.1, 8.2. 8.3. Measured In May 1992

5<cli0ll81 _

109.2000 e 3.76303.'167525.00
II"().OI15 f HJlO 3.597525.00
,0.0750 3.lI>6703.249525.00
91.6400 2.86302.96$0 14.00

Table A.2. The Dala 01 Cross Sections Ll.3, 8.4, B.5, Measured In May 1992

Seclion_NC. in-aiZ
')R.rcrlodllum-6m

MI rainl Dcpch AYl:. Disl.
m2 • De h III

D4' 7.6300
14.00 109.2980 84 .61207.611l1 16.00
4.60 37.01l9. 7.67507.6435 1l.20

o l7 I> 0
1.00 7.474584' 9.115309.0230 1.00

1420 96.1908 < 8.8090) 8.9310 \1.50
(,00 38.8290 ~ 6.1050 7.45'11) 5.00
5.00 3O.7J2S < 0340 5.4195 25.00

25.00 127.8750 r 4.46704.600525.00
15.00 ooסס.110 4.26804.367525.00
25.00 99.8750 h 4.02404.1460 25.00
25.00 8822S0 I 19070 3.9655 25.00
25.00 79.9750 j' 3.8J3O 3.8700 15.70

8.00 24.4nD

98

SeclionB5

~I I'oim ~PCb ~""j, D~l.

B5' 7.s00l
111.9360 857,71607.6100
85.6012. 7.6SS07.6lU

1 I> 8.94 8.302
9.0230 B5· 8.91508.'T.l10

1027065 I 5.11407J)(i95
37~01

13S.4875 3
115.012S 4
109.1875 5
1016500 6
99.13757
60.75908,

'"""".



Table A.3. The 0010 01 Cross Secllons 8.13, 8.14. 8.1:5, MeasuJellln May 1992

ScctiOllArc. in-m!
')R.re'lodllum-6m

Table A.4. The Dela 01 Cross Sections 8.16, B.17, B.18, Measurod In May 1992

Pn;nt~pCb ~'lh iii

BIG'" 8.5000nt, 8.6%0 8.5980
B16·7.97808.3370

7.18801.5830
1.22201.20S0
5.4900 6.3560
4.11204.8010
4.23204..1720
4.06204.1470
3.99104.026j

llonArelln
')ReferIOdIIUlP-6m
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Table A.5. The Dela 01 Cros, Soctions 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, Measured In Me, 1993

-SccllMNcI in-m2
·)ltdcrlndl.u,.,_6m

Sc~'Jon lJ3
Arca Point ","plll ,\"1. DiS!.
m~ 'De til m

.' 7.6030
7.00 55.8005. 7.60307.6030 4.00

10.00 81.30450 D3 .9920.m5 11.30
1.60 1l.11lO8 I .0S.l 14.00
S.40 65.4192 2 8.00408.1340 0.00

10.00 1026503 1.15607.5800 10.00
10.00 61.5400 4 6.16806.1120 10.00
10.00 51.60 5.00 5. 10.00
10.00 48.6300 6 4.'J93Q·t9980 10.00
10.00 49.5300 7 4.88304.9380 10.00
10.00 48.8J(lO 8 4.79804.840510.00
10.00 47.60509 4.14304.770510.00
10.00 ....5800 10 4064304.69lO 10.00
1000 4UOSO 11 4.26304.4530 10.00
10.00 38.1050 123.92304.0930 10.00
10.00 34.7300 IJ 3.~6JO 3.7430 10.00
34.00 91.90Z0 14 3.26J03.4130 10.00

U 2.52202.8925 24.70

Am.,
3O.41~

88.1118
113.0,."""

"'"67.1200
56.3550
49.9800
49.3800

~:~;~
46.9lOO
44.SlOO
40.9300
31.4)(10
J.4.I)(IO
71.4448

Table A.6. The o lila 01 Cross Sacllons l.1.3, b.4. B.S, Meesured in Mey 1993

ScclInftAfelln-,.,2
')Rdcr'nd,tum -6,.,

Are. Point [)crtll AYJ.
m2 • De 111

I·N .6200
14,')0 110.5930 I" 7.61207.6160 15.00
11.00 138.0825 I' 7.54907,580511.00
10,00 18.98Oll I &9490 8.2490 4.00
10.00 69.06SO 2 &81108.8800 nOlI
10.00 60,7000 3 7.641ll8.1190 1.70
10,00 SS.29SO 4 6.92007.28)$ 10.00
10,00 50.745(15 6.19'706.601lS 10.00
10,00 4'U2OO 6 5.6820 5.9895 10.00
10,00 47.5700 7 5.28705,484510.00
10.00 46.8200 8 5.09705.192010.00
10.00 45.4200 9 4.90705.0020 10.00
10.00 42.7700 104.80704.857010.00
10.00 38.4200 \I 4,66704.7310 10.00
10.00 33.8200 12 4.59704.632010.00
29.00 75.4580 134.50104.552010.00

14 4.32704.4110 IIl.oo
I 4.080407010.00
IS' 3.5U03.l107 23.30
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Tablll A.7. Thll Data of Cross SlIclions B.13, B.14, B.15, Moasured In May 1993

10.00 50.J400 104.611104.7185
10.00 47.1900 1I 4.J9104.5J6()

:~:: :.-= :~. ~~~ ~~~
10. 5o.86,l
10.00 4Ll130
17.00 1'2-941(1

Tablll A.S. The 011111 of Cross Soellons B.16, B.17, 9.18, MIUISUfOd In MIIY 1993

PoIDlDo;Plh ~~h D~t..'

• 7.77408.06JS
b 7.9$907.8665
C .1490740
B16 6.97207.0605
1 6.00106.4895
2 U!1206.2495
3 6.0306.2
4 5.11:005.5865
5 4.$$004.8350
6 4.3 4.4500
1 4,2)00 4.Z900
8 4 4.1460
S' 196304.0Its

section At~.. ID-lPZ
')RdcflOdltUlll-611l
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Tlble A.9. Tl'1e Data 01 C'oss Sed/ons 6.1, B.2, B.3, l.4easured In Augu$t 1993

----sw.. BI

l"oiII. ,flAil ""to ~
.' 7..1'200
~ 1lO11O 7.92aS IUlO
HI IlJlOf,O IUl2U 12.00
• 1l.1~1.lII7O 10..00
e 1lO1008Jlll9O 10.00
~ $AtSIl 6.7S1S 10.00

_.- 'j'~137ts 10.00
5.01SO Hen 10..00
$.1100 ,mzj

~ ,.ll2OCl 5.G650 10.00
I 4.6'1l104.M$O 10.00

4-1lIOIJ4.4II5O 10.00
t l.VOO4.0850 10.00

-V- 1.1'JJO 3-0315 l'J.00

U!0~,,",-(iR-m2)
·jlt.rorlodllum-6m

Table A.IO. Tho DDtD of Cross Secllons l1.3, 8.4, B.5, Mellsure;1ln August 1993

A~

'""... 120.41
USO llD.:Un,... .....
"'" 4E!,.... ,,... """",... ,.,...

""~10.lXI ,....,... ,..,.,.,... .-
10.lXI

~-10.00 ~.....
"SO """

,fIA~ ~"Ioh ~.

l.I.l .loOOO
ll.3U7olO7.8l7O I4.OD

1.1I200 lLN10 2lL00
UlIO Uln i4.iiO
,.ano6.nzo 20.011
'.IOt01.4IM 10..00
5M30 5.2O.U 10..00
5.J6J05.Jl131l 10.00
5.IT.10524oM 10.00
'JIOJO'.OIllIO 10.00
4ASJ04..s:ae 11.00
4.JlJ04.49JO 10.ou
3.'1311 UZJO l'l.OO
1lI2203...." 21.20

,"u.,
.

109.7180 I
,~...,..., .
!4.11Ue ~....,,. .
"... ,......
"""'" ...,.. ,
K'''''412JOll t
13.5110 I

.-

,
a.1I10 U400...,.
7.&4'07.9155
'-"20"'9')0
',/11101.6115
4.KIN 4.9b5
'.113111.1105
UJlllI W5,
5../I2J01.IJO:!I

.4.71304.8680

. uno UI80
3.nJO 4.l2llO
3.603O3.711l1O
3.14101.3720
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Table A.11. The Dllte of Cross Sections 8.13, B.14, 8.15, Measured In August 1993

TableA.12. The DOla of CroslI Sections a.16, a.17, B.18, MOllsured In Augus' '993
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Table A.13. The Data of Beach Slope

61
62
63

LL3
6.
65

Avera e
Ri ht Jett
-B13

61.
615
616
617
618

Avera·c
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Appendix B

The Data of Wind Speed and Direction of Blang Bintang Station

The Data of Wind Speed and Direction of Aluc Naga Station

The Data of Significant Wave Height and Period of Aluc Naga Station
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Appendix C

The Computer Program for Calculating Longshore Sediment Transport using The Wind DOll"
of Slang BinlaJlg Station

The Computer Program for Calculating Longshore Sediment Transport using The Wave Data
of Alue Naga Station



M

FR = f

RHO =p

MOl

HO == HDI1]

T = Till

AO = era

Q

COEFF

WBB

WAN

Ua

LO = La

CO :::Co

KO =k"

K

XOLD, XNEW

D

N

C

Notations Used in The Computer Program

: the beach slope,

: friction factor of the sea bottom,

: the density of sea water,

: string variable of the period in a month,

: significant wave height at the deep waler,

: significant wave period,

: wave direction at the deep water,

: longshore sediment transport quantity.

: correction factor applied for longshore sediment transport calculation
refers to the length of period used in calculation,

: wind speed at Blang Bintang station,

: wind speed at Alue Naga station,

: adjusted wind speed due 10 drag factor,

: wave length at the deep water,

: wave celerity at the deep water,

: the wave number at the deep water,

: the value used for calculation of X-value using Newton's method where
K = U1 (see Chapter 4),

: X-value in iteration process where X = UL~ (see Chapter 4),

: the water depth at the breaker line,

: the ratio of wave group celerity to wave celerity.

: the wa,,~ celerily at the breaker line,
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COl "" c,~

KAPPA"" IC

KF "" K,

HI

HO = II,

: the wave group celerity at the breaker line,

: the ratio of wave height to the waler depth at the breaker line,

: correction factor for calculating the wave height al the breaker line.

: the wave. height at the breaker line before laking into account friction
factor,

: the wave. heighl at the breaker line.

ALPHA.B = a~ : the wave. direction al the breaker line,

PLS "" Pl. : the longshore component of wave energy.
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The Computer Program IA for Calculating
Longshore Sediment Transport

The wind data of Slang Bintang of the period of May 4tl1
, 1992 to May 25th , 1993 is used as l.lata

input.

DECLARE FUNCTION f! (xt)
DECLARE FUNCfION df! (x!)
CLS
OPEN "B:EFOl-OO.OUr FOR OUTPUT AS #1
M - .03
FR = .015
RHO"" 1025
DIM MOS(14), HO(l4), T(14), AO(14), Q(14), COEFF(14), WBB(14)
FOR 1 = I TO 14
READ MOS(I), WBB(I), AOQ), COEFFQ)
NEXT I
FOR I = 1 TO 14
IF I > = 2 AND I < = 5 TIlEN WAN = .317475" WBB(I) + 4.625153
IF I = 1 OR I > 5 THEN WAN "" .342075 .. WBB(l) + 2.479067
Va = .71 .. WAN'" (1.23)
HO(I) = 2.482 .. (to ... (-2» - Va ... 2
T(l) = 8.3 .. (10'" (-I»" Ua
NEXTl
sumQ = 0
FOR I = 1 TO 14
LO ::: 1.56131 .. T(I) ... 2
CO ~ 1.56131 "TO)
KO = 2" 3.14159/ LO
K = 4" (3.14159)'" 2" HO{I)'" 21 «.142)'" 2" (9.81)'" 2" T(I)'" 4)
XOLD -(K)'(I/5)
D=I
DO WHILE 0 > to ... (-5)

XNEW ~ XOLD - (r(XOLD) - K) / dr(XOLD)
o - ABS(XNEW - XOLD)
XOLD = XNEW

LOOP
D = II (6.28318)" KNEW" LO" 1/2" LOG«l + XNEW) I (I . XNEW»
N ~ 1/2" (I + (I - XNEW' 2) I (2" XNEW) "LOG«(I + XNEW) / (1- XNEW»)
C = t.56131 .. T(l) .. XNEW
CGI=N-C
KAPPA = 1.16" (M • (HOQ) / LO) • (-I / 2»' (.22)
KF = (I + «FR" HO(l)) / (M' Di)' (COS«AOQ) / 180)" 3.14159»' (I / 2) " .12" (1<0
"D)' (-I /4»' (-I)
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HI ~ «CO / (2 • N • C))' (1/2))' HO(I)
SIN. Al = (C '" SIN(3.14159 '" AD(I) 1180» I CO
COS. AI = (1 - SIN.AI .... 2) ...5
ALPHA.B := ATN(SIN.AI I COS. AI)
HB = «KAPPA I 9.81) ... .5 .. KF ... 2 .. HI " 2 .. COl" COS.AI) ... .4
SELECT CASE AO(l)
CASE IS = 58
PLS == ~RHO" 9.81/ 16'" HB'" 2 .. COl .. SfN(2 .. ALPHA. B)
CASE IS ~ 32
PLS ;:: RHO" 9.811 16" HB" 2" COl ... StN(2" ALPHA,B)
END SELECT
QO) ~ 1290 • PLS • COEFF(I)
PRINT MOSO), USING "###,###.###"; Q(I)
PRINT #1, MO$(I), USING "Longshore Transport = ###,###.III1#ft; Q(I)
sumQ = sumQ + Q{I)
NEXT I
PRINT USING "Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = ###,###.### m3"; sumQ
PRINT #1, ."
PRINT #1,"============== ==::== ========::::====== ="
PRINT #1, USING "Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = ###.###.111111 m3"; sumQ
END

DATA "May4-May31'92 ",2.741935,58,0.076712
DATA "Iunel-June30'92 ",2.633333,32,0.082192
DATA "Julyl-July31 '92 "3.258065,32,0.084932
DATA "Augl-Aug31'92 ",3.677419,32,0.084932
DATA "Sepl-Sep30'92 ".3.233333.32.0.082192
DATA "Octl-OCt3I'92 ~ ,2.516129,32,0.084932
DATA -Nov1-NovI9'92 -,3.266667,32,0.052055
DATA "Nov2Q..Nov30'92 ",3.266667,58,0.030137
DATA ~Decl-Dec3I'92 -,4.258065,58,0.084932
DATA "Janl-Jan3! '93 ",4.516129,58,0.084932
DATA "Febl-Feb28'93 ",4.535714,58,0.076712
DATA "Marl-Mar31'93 ",3.741935,58,0.084932
DATA "Aprl-Apr30'93 ~ ,2.910000,58,0.082192
DATA "Mayl-May25'93 ",2.714194,58,0.068493

FUNCTION df (x)
df = 6 .. x " 4 + (2 .. x ... 3 • 3 .. x ... 5) .. LOG«(l + x) I (1 - x»

END FUNCTION

FUNmON f (xl
f = x ... 5 + .5 .. LOG«1 + x) I (l - x» .. (l . x ... 2) .. x ... 4

END FUNCITON
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The Program OulpullA-l

The as~umptions used are:
I) Sediment Spesific Gravity(pS) = 2,650 kg/m l

2) Sea water density(p) :: 1,025 kglmJ

3) a' = 0.6
4) Gravityacccleration(g) ... 9.80 m/s1

2 regression equations are used

May4-May31 '92
Junel·}uneJO'92
Julyt-Iuly31 '92
Augl-Aug31'92
Sepl-Sep30'92
Octl-Oct3I'92
Novl-Nov19'92
Nov20-Nov30'92
Decl-Dec31'92
1an 1-1an3 1'93
Fcb l-Feb28'93
Marl-Mar31'93
Aprl-Apr30'93
May 1·May25'93

Longshore Transport = -971.892
Longshore Transport = 4O,730.87l
Longshore Transport = 52,413.941
Longshore Transport = 60,471.363
Longshore Transport = 50,291.789
Longshore Transport = 2,045.111
Longshore Transport = 1,976.609
Longshore Transport = -523.116
Longshore Transport = -2,565.935
Longshore Transport = -2,940.985
Longshore Transport = -2,683.663
Longshore Transport = -1,934.890
Longshore Transport = -1,153.847
Longshore Transport = -885.141

Estimated sedimenl trapped or eroded ::; 194,170.219 m3

1 regression equ!ltion Is used

May4-May31 '92
Junel-June30'92
Julyl-July31'92
Aug I-Aug31 '92
Scpl~Sep30'92

Oct I-Oct31 '92
Novl-Novl9'92
Nov2Q-Nov30'92
Dec1-Decll'92
Jan1-Jan31'93
Febl-Peb28'93
Marl-Marll'93

Longshore Transport::; -971.892
Longshore Transport = 2,129.841
Longshore Transport = 3,208.807
Longshore Transport = 4,082.158
Longshore Transport = 1,060.598
Longshore Transport = 2,045.111
Longshore Transport = 1,976.609
longshore Transport = -523.116
Longshore Transport = -2,565.935
Longshore Transport = -2,940.985
Longshore Transport = -2,683.663
Longshore Transport = -1,934.890
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Aprl-Apr30'93
Mayl-May25'93

Longshore Transport == -1,153.841
Longshore Transport == -885.141

Estimated sediment lrappcd or eroded == 2,843.655 m3

The Program Output (A.2

The assumptions used are:
l) Sediment Spesific Gravity(os) == 2,650 kg/mJ

2) Sea water density(o) == 1,025 kg/mJ

3) a' '= 0.6
4) Gravity acceleration(g} "" 9.80 m/sl

Fstirnatlon of wind speed at Alue Naga uses 2(two) regression equalions, and each equation
Is deducted by its standard error.

May4-May31 '92
Junel-June30'92
Julyt-July31 '92
Augl-Aug31 '92
Sepl-Sep30'92
Octl-Oct31'92
Novl-Novl9'92
Nov2G-Nov30'92
Decl-Dec31 '92
Janl-Jan31'93
Febl-Feb2S'93
Marl-Mar31'93
Aprl-Apr30'93
Mayl·May2S'93

Longshore Transport "" -141.206
Longshore Transport;: 26,081.271
Longshore Transport "" 34,109.805
Longshore Transport = 39,757.551
Longshore Transport = 32,708.510
Longshore Transport = 1,549.720
Longshore Transport = 1,528.407
Longshore Transport = -404.498
Longshore Transport = -2,029.428
Longshore Tran'tport ... -2,338.286
Longshore Transport = -2,134.527
Longshore Transport = -1,513.222
Longshore Transport =. -884.013
Longshore Transport = -675.648

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = 125,014.445 m3

Estimation of wind speed at Alue Naga uses 2(two) regression equal ions, and each equation
is added by its standard error.

May4-May31 '92
Junel-June30'92
JUlyt-July3t '92
Augl-Aug31'92

Longshore Transport = -1,259.884
Longshore Transport = 61,720.559
Longshore Transport = 78.312.117
Longshore Transport::: 89,546.641
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Sepl-Sep30'92
Octl-Ocd I '92
Novl-Novl9'92
N0'I2o-Nov30'92
Dc:c1-Dec3I'92
Jan l-Jan31'93
Febl-Feb28'93
Marl-Mar3l'93
Aprl-Apr30'93
Mayl-May25'93

Longshore Trnnsport = 75,181.984
Longshore Transport:::c 2,666.739
Longshore Transport:: 2,529.993
Longshore Transport:: -669.571
Longshore Transport == -3,216.434
Longshore Transport = -3.668.656
Longshore Transport == -3.346.459
Longshore Transport = -2,450.793
Longshore Transport:: -I,489.4n
Longshore Transport = -1.146.488

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::c 292,710.313 m3

The Program Output IA-3

Estlmaled wind speed al Alue Naga in months June, July, Aug., Sept., are multiplied by
radars 0.5 up 101,5

.5

.55

.6

.65

.7

.75

.8

.85

.9

.95
I
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
L5

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::c
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::c
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ==
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::c
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded .",
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::c
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated s«iment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or erotled =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded -
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·6,766 m3
-4,478 m3

·826 m3
4,n8m3
13.102 m3
25,121 m3
42.056 m3
65,414 m3
97,028 m3
139,105 m3
194,270 rn3
265,626 m3
356,799 m3
472,006 m3
616,109 m3
794,685 m3

1,014,093 m3
1,281.542 m3
1.605,171 m3
1,994,127 m3
2,458,644 m3



Estimated wind speed at Alue Naga In all months are multiplied by factors 0.5 up 10 I,S

.5

.55

.6

.65

.7

.75

.8

.85

.9

.95
1
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
I.,
1.45
1.5

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ==
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =

2,7361113
4,916 mJ
8,395 m3

13,735 m3
21,665 m3
33.116 m3
49,250 m3
71,504 m3
101,624 m3
141,712 m3
194,270 m3
262,253 m3
349,117 m3
458,879 m3
596,171 m3
766,307 m3
975,344 m3

1,230,152 m3
1,538,484 m3
1,909,057 m3
2,351,618 m3

The Program QulpullA-4

For different value of sea water density(p), ranging from 1,021-1..029 kg/rtf

1021
1022
1023
102'
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ==
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded .,
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ==
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193,512m3
193,702 m3
193,891 m3
194,081 m3
194,270 m3
194,460 m3
194,649 m3
194,839 m3
195,028 m3



For different friction value(O of sea bottom, ranging from 0.01·0.019

.01

.011

.012

.013

.014

.015

.016

.017

.018

.019

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded .
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
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200,579 m3
199,291 m3
198,016 m3
196,754 m3
195,506 m3
194,270 m3
193,047 m3
191,836 m3
190,638 m3
189,451 m3



The Computer Program m for Calculating
Longshore Sediment Transport

The wind data of Blang Bintang of the pericxl May 26"', 1993 10 August 18"', 1993 is used as
data input.

DECLARE FUNCTION f! (x!)
DECLARE FUNCTION df! (x!)
CLS
OPEN "B:EF03-00.0Ur FOR OUTPUT AS #1
M "" .03
FR = .015
RHO - 1025
DIM MOI(4), HO(4), T(4), AO(4), Q(4), COEFF(4), WBB(4)
FORt=lT04
READ MOI(Q, WBB(I), AOO), COEFFO)
NEXTl
FORI=lT04
IF I > 1 THEN WAN"" .317475" WBB(I) + 4.625153
IF I = 1 THEN WAN"" .342075 • WBB(I) + 2.479067
Ua = .71" WAN A (1.23)
HO(l) = 2.482 .. (to .. (-2» .... Ua .. 2
T(I) = 8.3"" (10'" (-1»"" Va
NEXTl
sumQ = 0
FORI=IT04
Lo = 1.56131"" T(I)" 2
CO - 1.56131' Tn)
KO == 2"" 3.14159/ 1..0
K = 4 • (3.14159) A 2' HOO) A 21 «.142) A 2' (9.81)' 2' Tn) A 4)
XOW=(K)'(l/5)
D=1
DO WHILE D > 10 A (-5)

XNEW = XOLD - (f(XOLD) - K) / df(XOW)
D = ABS(XNEW - XOLD)
XOLD == XNEW

LOOP

D = 1 1 (6.28318) • XNEW • 1.<> • 1/2 • LOG «(I + XNEW) 1 (1 - XNEW)
N = 1 /2 • (1 + (1 - XNEW • 2) 1 (2 • XNEW) • LCG«(I + XNEW) 1 (1 - XNEW))
C "" 1.56131 .... T(I)"" XNEW
CGI=N'C
KAPPA = 1.16' (M' (lion) 11.<»' (-1/2))' (.22)
KF = (I + «FR' HO(l) 1 (M • D)) • (COS«AO(I) / 180) • 3.14159» • (1/2) •. 12 • (KO
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• 0)' (-1/4»' (-I)
HI - «CO I (2 • N • C» • (1 I 2» • HO(I)
SIN. AI - (C • SIN(3.14159 .. AO(I) J 180» I CO
COS.AI = (I - SIN.AI • 2) •.5
ALPHA.B - ATN(SIN.AII COS.AI)
HB = «(KAPPA I 9.81) ... .5 .. K.F ... 2 • HI ... 2 • COl· COS.AI) ... .4
SELECr CASE AO(l)
CASE IS :: 58
PLS = RHO· 9.811 16 • HB" 2· COl • SIN(2 • ALPHA.B)
CASE IS "" 32
PLS = ·RHO • 9.81 I 16 • HB A. 2 • car • SIN(2 • ALPHA.B)
END SELECT
Q(I) = 1290 • PLS • COEFF(l)

PRINT MOS(Q, USING ""',"'.",", Q(I)
PRINT #1, MOS(l), USING ~Longshore Transport ... ###,1#11.#""; Q(I)
$umQ = surnQ + Q(I)
NEXT I
PRINT USING "Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = NII,IIIII.III111 m3": sumQ
PRINT #1, ...
PRINT #1,"::::::::= === == "" "" = = === =:::: = = = == ==- - - ""= === ==="
PRINT #1, USING "Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = #111.111#.### m3"; sumQ
END

DATA "May2&-May3I'93 ",2.TI4194,32,O.0l6438
DATA "June1-June30'93 .. ,4.800000,58,0.082192
DATA "1uly1-July3I'93 .. ,5.032258,58,0.084932
DATA "Augl-AugIS'93 ·,3.8<XXXXJ,58,O.049315

FUNCTION d£ (x)
df= 6*x "'4 + (2. x'" 3·3· x"'S) * LOG«(l + xli (I·x»

END FUNCfION

FUNCTION f (x)
f - x'" 5 + .5· LOO((I + x) / (I . x»· (I - x '" 2) • x ... 4

eND FUNCTION
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The Program Output m-l

The assumptions used are:
1) Sediment Spesific Gravity(pJ =- 2,650 kg/mJ

2) Sea water density(p) = 1,025 kg/mJ

3) a' =- 0.6
4) Gravity acceleration(g) =9.80 m/s1

2 regression equations are used

May26-May31 '93
Junel-June30'93
Julyl-Juiy31'93
Augl-AugI8'93

Longshore Transport = -464.703
Longshore Transport "" 38.620.539
Longshore Transport = 42,943.535
Longshore Transport = 16,725.582

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded;;; 97,824.953 m3

1 regression equation is used

May26-May31'93
Junel-June30'93
Julyl-July31'93
Augl-AugI8'93

Longshore Transport = -464.703
Longshore Transport = 3,295.642
Longshore Transport = 3,829.873
Longshore Transport = 1,160.485

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded"" 7,821.297 m3

The Program Output !B-2

The assumptions used are:
I) Sediment Spesific Gravity(ps) = 2,650 kg/mJ

2) Sea water density(p) "" 1,025 kg/m)

3) " = 0,6
4) Gravity acceleration(g) 0= 9.80 m/s1

Estimlition of wind speed at Alue Naga uses 2(two) regression equations, and each equation
is deducted by Its standard error.

M,y26-M,y31'93 Longshore Transport = -354,718
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Junc!·Jllne30'93
JU]yl~Jll[y3I'93

Augl-Aug!8'93

Longshore Transport ::: 26,036.955
Longshore Transport ::: 29,091.387
Longshore Transport::: 11,028.298

Estimated sediment lrapped or eroded = 65,801.922 m3

F.stimation or wind speed l\t Alue Naga uses 2(two} regression equations, and each equation
is added by its standard error.

May26·May31 '93
Junel-Junc30'93
Ju]y!-July3I'93
Aug)-AugI8'93

Longshore Transport =" ·601.912
Longshore Transport =" 55,940.633
Longshore Transport = 61,937.836
Longshore Transport =" 24,704.617

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = 141,981.188 m3

The Program Output m~3

EsUmMed wind speed at Alue Naga in months June, July, Aug., Sept., are multiplied by
fadors 0.5 up to 1.5

.5

.55

.6

.65

.7

.75

.8

.85

.9

.95
1
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded 
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ::
Estimated sediment tr.tpped or eroded ::
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ::
Estimated sediment tr.tpped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :1

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ::
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment tr.tpped or eroded =

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
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919 m3
2,023 m3
3,783 m3
6,484 m3
10,497 m3
16,290 m3
24,453 m3
35,712 m3
50.951 m3
71,234 m3
97,825 m3
132,220 m3
176,169 m3
231,702 m3
301,164 m3
387,243 m3
493,003 m3
621,922 m3
777,921 m3
965,409 m3



1.5 Estimated sediment trapped or eroded == 1.189,320 m3

Estimated wind speed at Alue Naga in lIlI months ll~ llIultiplioo by factors 0.5 up to 1.5

.5

.55

.6

.65

.7

.75

.8

.85

.9

.95
I
1.05
1.1
LIS
1.2
1.25
1.3
1,35
1.4
1.45
1.5

Estimated sedimem napped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ,.
Estimated sedimem trapped or eroded ".
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ==
Estimated sedimem trapped or eroded ==
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ==
Estimated se<limem trapped or eroded ==
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ==
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded 
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ==
Estimated ~iment trapped or eroded 
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded 
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""

1,378 m3
2,476 m3
4,227 m)
6,916 m3
[0.909 m3
[6,675 m3
24,800 mJ
36,006 m3
51,173 m3
71,359 m3
97,825 m3
132.058m3
175,798 m3
231,069 m]

JOO,202 m3
385,874 mJ
491,135 m3
619,444 m3
774,705 m3
961,307 m3

1,184,[59 m3

The Program Output ffi-4

For different value ofsea water d,~nsit)'Cp). ranginl; (rom I,OZl-I,029 k&fm'

1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ,..
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded ""
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
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97,443 m3
97,539 mJ
97,634 m3
97,730 m3
97,825 mJ
97,920 mJ
98,016 mJ
98,111 m3
98,207 m3



For different friction value{O of sea bottom, ranging from 0.01-0.019

.01

.011

.012

.011

.014

.015

.016

.017

.018

.019

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sedimenl trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =
Estimated sediment trapped or eroded =

IJ4

100,315 m3
99,809 m3
99,307 m3
98,809 m3
98,315 m3
97,825 m3
97,339 m3
96.8~7 m3
96,379 m3
95,904 m3



The Computer Program ITA for Calculating
Longshore Sediment Transport

The data of period May 4.... 1990 to May 25111 • 1991 is used as data input

The data that violates the condition of 0, 1~02 L
o

.<!:1, T-value is corrected by

r-;;:--
T=~ 0.22°171 +0.015

DECLARE FUNCTION f! (x!)
DECLARE FUNCfION df! (x!)
CLS
OPEN ~B:EF06-01.0UT~ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
M "" .03
FR"" .015
RHO"" 1025
DIM HO(7oo), T(7oo), AO(7oo)
FORI"" 1 TO 672
READ HO(l) , T(I), AO(I)
IF (HOm 1 (.142'" 1.56131 ... T(I)" 2» > "" 1 THEN T(I) "" (HO(l) 1.22171) A .5 + .015
NEXT!
sumQ "" 0
FORI == 1 TO 672
LO "" 1.56131'" T(l) '" 2
CO "" 1.56131 ... T(I)
KO "" 2 *3.14159! L..O
K "" 4 '" (3.14159) '" 2 '" HO(l)" 21 «.142)" 2 '" (9.81)" 2 '" T(I)" 4)
XOLD = (K) • (I 15)
D"" 1
DO WHILE D > 10" (-5)

XNEW = XOLD - (f(XOLD) - K) I df(XOLD)
D "" ABS(XNEW . XOLD)
XOLD· XNEW

LOOP
o = I / (6.28318) , XNEW • 10 • I I 2 • LOG«(I + XNEW) I (I - XNEW)
N ~ 112' (I + (I - XNEW' 2) 1(2' XNEW) , LOG«I + XNEW) I (I - XNEW)))
C "" 1.56131 .. T(I) .. XNEW
CGI""N"'C
KAPPA"" 1.16" (M .. (H0(l) 1 LO) ... H 12» '" (.22)
KF· (I + «FR' HOO)) I (M' 0» • (COS«AO(I) / 180) • 3.14159»' (1/2) •. 12 • (KO
• D)' (-114»' (-I)
HI· «COl (2'N' C». (112»' HO(I)
SIN. AI = (C' S!N(3.14159· AO(I) 1180» I CO
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COS.AI = (I - SIN. AI ... 2) ... .5
ALPHA.S ::::> ATN(SIN.AI (COS.AI)
HB = ({KAPPA (9.81)" .5 • KF" 2 • HI A 2 • CGI .... COS.AI)" .4
SELECf CASE AGO)
CASE IS = 58
PLS =:: ·RHO '" 9.81 ( 16'" HB" 2 '" CGI '" SIN(2 '" ALPHA.B)
CASE IS = 32
PLS = RHO'" 9.81 ( 16'" HB" 2 '" CGI '" SIN(2 '" ALPHA.B)
CASE IS = 77
PLS = RHO'" 9.81 ( 16'" HB'" 2 '" CGI '" SIN(2 '" ALPHA. B)
END SELECT
Q = 1290 '" PLS " 12 I (365 '" 24)
sumQ = sumO + Q
PRINT I, Q
NEXT I
PRINT USING "Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = ###,###.### m3"; sumQ
PRINT #1, USING MEslimaled sediment trapped or eroded = ##H,###.### m3"; sumQ
END

DATA .51,3.84,58,.22,1.66,32
DATA .9,1.59,58,.27,1.45,58
DATA .23,2.14,58,.9,1.53,58
DATA .26,1.97,58,.81,1.29,58
DATA .24,1.71,58,.33,3.09,58
DATA .23,3.97,58,.21,1.7,58
DATA .19,1.51,58,.24,2.14,58
DATA .17,2.11,5~,.23,L55,58

DATA . (3,2.06,58,.~'J,1.66,58
DATA .2,2.14,58,.89,1.27,58
DATA .7,1.88,58,.24,2.07,58
DATA .38,3.14,58,.23,1.79,58
DATA .26,2.59,58,.26,2.51,58
DATA .2,2.7,58,.29,1.73,32
DATA .26.2.32,58,.24,1.85,32
DATA .9,1.67,58,.26,1.63,32
DATA .43,2.1,58,.9,1.66,32
DATA .2,4.21,58,.27,1.44,32
DATA .24,2.71,58,.31,2.27,58
DATA .2,2.01,58,.24,1.19,32
DATA .31,1.61,58,.39,2.61,32
DATA .3,2.19,58,.32,2.1,32
DATA .3,2.31,58•. 31,1.81,32
DATA .38,2.03,58,.52,1.98,58
DATA .32.3.71,58,.75,2.64,32
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DATA .49,3.5,77,.26,3,77
DATA .89,3.3.77,.7,3.1,77
DATA .5,2.9,77,.9,2.7,77
DATA .7,3,77,.5,2.5,77
DATA .5,3.1,77,.6,2.6,n
DATA .7.2.8.77,.6,2.9,77
DATA .5,2.8,77,0.4,3,n
DATA .3,2.8,77,.29,2.6,77
DATA .49,2.8,77,.36,3.3,77
DATA .5,2.8,77,.46,3.3,77
DATA .71,2.9,77,.55,3.5,77
DATA .43,2.9,77,.8,3,77
DATA .79,2.8,77,.41.2.6,77
DATA .76,3.5,77,.43,2.7,77
DATA .76,3.4,77,.47,2.7,77
DATA .58,3.3,77,0.43,2.3,77
DATA ,31,2.9,77,0.31,2.9,77
DATA ,45,2.8,77,.84,2.6,77
DATA .51,2.8,77,0.53,2.7,77
DATA .35,2.9,77,.47,2.5,32
DATA .51,2.8,32,.5,2.6,32
DATA .41,2.8,32,.52,2.9,32
DATA .49,2.9,32,.36,2.5,32
DATA .82,3.1,32,.5,2.6,32
DATA .56,2.7,32,.67,2.7,32
DATA .46,2.5,32,.8,2.5,32
DATA .34,2.6,32,0.77,2.9,32
DATA .32,2.5,32,.3,3.1,32
DATA .36.2.3,32,0.22,2.7,32
DATA .46,2.4,32,.24,2.5,32
DATA .78,2.7,32,.34.2.8,32
DATA .66,2.6,32,.23,3.1,32
DATA.74,2.3,32,.26,2.9,32
DATA .85,2.9,32,.33,2.8,32
DATA .72,2.8,32,.28,2.5,32
DATA .43,2.6,32,.29,2.7,32
DATA .71,2.3,32,.41,2.3,32
DATA .68,2.5,32,.24,3.3,32
DATA .27,2.6,32,.3,2.3,32
DATA .63,2.4,32,.44,2.6,32
DATA .71,2.9,32,.4,2.4,32
DATA .81,2.9,32,.36,2.5,32
DATA .68,2.9,32,.32,2.6,32
DATA .28,2.7,32,.8,2.4,32
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DATA .41,2.3,32,.74,2.2,32
DATA .27,2.9,32,.71,2.7,32
DATA .38,2.3,32,.38,2.3,32
DATA .33,2.2,32,.5,2.6,32
DATA .3,2.6,32,.32,2.4,32
DATA .49,2.6,32,.44,2.1,32
DATA .56,2.7,32,.44,2.5,32
DATA .49,2.5,32,.48,2.2,32
DATA .47,2.3,32,.35,2.3,32
DATA .74,2.4,32,.43,2.1,32
DATA .71,2.5,32,.4,2.2,32
DATA .61,2.5,32,.42,2.3,32
DATA .39,2.2,32,.35,2.1,32
DATA .52,2.2,32,.4,2.5,32
DATA .39,2.4,32,.89,2.1,32
DATA .33,2.5.32,1.05,2.4,32
DATA .33,2.5,32,1.02,2.6,32
DATA .34.2.3,32.1.02,2.2,32
DATA .3,2.6.32.1,2.2,32
DATA .25,2.7,32,1.04,2.4,32
DATA .29,2.5,32,.57,2.6,32
DATA .32,2.6,32,.57,3.2,32
DATA .36,3,32,.39,2.2,32
DATA .25,2.7,32,.41,2.5,32
DATA .7,2.8,32,.49,2.5,32
DATA .78,2.6,32,.4,3,32
DATA .5,2.6,32,.36,2.6,32
DATA .38,2.6,32,.28,2.7,32
DATA .28,2.7,32,.76,2.7,32
DATA .46.2.7,32,.82.2.7.32
DATA .37,2.8,32,.73,2.6,32
DATA .35,2.3.32•.81,2.6,32
DATA .39,3,32,.61,2.9,32
DATA .34,3,32•.74,2.8.32
DATA .46,3.2,32•.51.3.2,32
DATA .22,2.6,32,.26,2.8,32
DATA .23,3.2,32,.17,2.7,32
DATA .28,2.8,32,.15,3.6,32
DATA .24,2.9,32,.22,2.9,32
DATA .24,2.4,32,.52,2.7,32
DATA .26,2.3,32,.29,2.9,32
DATA .31,2.5,32,.34,2.7,32
DATA .44,2.5,32,.36,2.9,32
DATA .51,2.5,32,.36,2.7,32
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DATA .73.2.7,32,.29,3.1,32
DATA .79.2.7,32,.82.2.7,32
DATA .74,2.6,32,.25,3.3,32
DATA .71.2.7.32,.24.2.5,32
DATA .79,2.8,32,.35,2.6,32
DATA .5,2.3,32,.2.3.32
DATA .28,2.8,32,.16,2.9,32
DATA .23,2.3,32,.26,2.6,32
DATA .24,2.8,32,.24,2.6,32
DATA .29,2.3,32,.24,2.9,32
DATA .23,2.7,32,.19,3.1,32
DATA .25,2.8,32,.25,2.8,32
DATA .27,2.7,32,.71,2.7,32
DATA .8,2.8,32,.32,2.6,32
DATA .82,2.6,32,.24,2.4,32
DATA .86,2.5,32,.19,2.5,32
DATA .89,2.4,32.. 29,2.5,32
DATA .9,2.3,32,.89,2.8,32
DATA .89,2.3,32,.26,2.3,32
DATA .24,2.7,32,.2,3.3,32
DATA .23,2.3,32,.17,2.6,32
DATA .28,2.7,32,.24,2.5,32
DAT, ..29,2.5,32,.3,2.4,32
DATA .:'6,2.5,32,.29,2.4,32
DATA .4~,2.4,32,.31,2.9,32

DATA .45,2.7,32,.39,2.9,32
DATA .78,2.5,32,.84,2.9,32
DATA .78,2.7,32,.22,2.8,32
DATA .9,2.7,32,.24,3.1,32
DATA .4,2.7,32,.22,3.1,32
DATA .88,3.3,32,.23,3.1,32
DATA .9,2.9,32,.88,3,32
DATA .86,2.7,32,.16,3,32
DATA .16,2.5,32,.16,3.1,32
DATA .17,2.4,32,.12,3.1,32
DATA .16,2.7,32,.13,3,32
DATA .15,2.6,32,.19,2.9,32
DATA .21,3.1,32,.2,3.1,32
DATA .14,2.9,32,.21,3.1,32
DATA .56,2.5,32,.42,2.8,32
DATA .86,2.4,32,.18,3.1,32
DATA .87,2,32,.66,2.5,32
DATA .75,2.1,32,.87,2.6,32
DATA .14,2.2,32,.9,2.6,32
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DATA .2,2.6,32,.9,2,7,32
DATA .15,2.6,32,.88,2.5,32
DATA .13,2.7,32,.17,2.7,32
DATA .61,2.2,32,.15,2.4,32
DATA .42,2.2,32,.2,2.6,32
DATA .83,2.2,32,.22,2.2,32
DATA .63,2,32,.24,2.3,32
DATA .52,2.4,32,.28,2.7,32
DATA .43,2.5,32,.31,2.7,32
DATA .62,2.4,32,.21,2.6,32
DATA .4,2.2,32,.3,2.2,32
DATA .68,2.3,32,.22,2.4,32
DATA .21,2.5,32,.89,2.7,32
DATA .26,2.4,32,.88,3.1,32
DATA .14,2.4,32,.84,2.7,32
DATA .14,3.1,58,.89,2.4,58
DATA .9,2.7,58,.35,2.5,58
DATA .9,3.58,.25,2.6,58
DATA .69,2.1,58,.26,2.4,58
DATA .71,2.5,58,.37,2.4,58
DATA ,62,2.8,58,.34,2.4,58
DATA .8,2.5,58,.35,2.4,58
DATA .54,2.5,58,.35,2.3,58
DATA .7,2.6,58,.45,2.8,58
DATA .17,2.6,58,.74,2.9,58
DATA .14,2.9,58,.66,2.7,58
DATA .16,2.6,58,.26,2.4,58
DATA .3,2.2,58,.25,2.5,58
DATA .26,2.4,58,.84,2.2,58
DATA .25,2.5,58,.38,2.6,58
DATA .33,2.8,58,.29,2.3,58
DATA .24,2.6,58,.26,2.6,58
DATA .23,2.5,58,.63,2.3,58
DATA .34,2.4,58,.42,2.4,58
DATA .9,2.3,58,.9,2.3,58
DATA .9,3.1,58,.89,2.5,58
DATA .34,2.3,58,.2,2.7,58
DATA .32,2.2,58,.23,2.9,58
DATA .31,2.4,58,.16,2.7,58
D~TA .27,2.5,58,.14,2.7,58
DATA .29,2.3,58,.84,3.1,58
DATA .37,2.4,58,.5,2.6,58
DATA .83,2.5,58,.2,2.5,58
DATA .68,2.2,58,.24,2.2,58
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DATA .29,2.4,58,.11,2.5,58
DATA .29,2.5,58,.61,2.5,58
DATA .36,2.3,58,.63,2.5,58
DATA .34,2.4,58,.9,2.6,58
DATA .9,2.1,58,.24,2.7,58
DATA .2.2.5,58•. 19.2.9,58
DATA .24,2.4,58,.23,2.5,58
DATA .34,2.4,58,.15,2.7,58
DATA .36,2.7,58,.36,2.4,58
DATA .16,2.4,58,.31,2.4,58
DATA .22,3.4,58,.88,2.2,58
DATA .83,2.6,58,.85,2.1,58
DATA .66,2,8,58,,42,2.6,58
DATA .15,3,58,.23,2.3,58
DATA .12,2.7,58,.22,2.6,58
DATA .22,2.5,58,.43,2.7,58
DATA .31,2.5,58,.54,2.4,58
DATA .71,2.5,58,.53,2.4,58
DATA .77,2.5,58,.61,2.5,58
DATA ,86,2.8,58,.98,2,6,58
DATA .17,2.5,58,.97,2.4,58
DATA .16,2.6,58,.3,2.3,58
DATA .16,2.8,58,.33,1.9,58
DATA .18,2.5,58,.3,2.2,58
DATA .2,2.6,58,.3,2.1,58
DATA .18,2.9,58,.27,2,58
DATA .94,3,58,.51,2.3,58
DATA .24,2.4,58,.19,2.7,58
DATA .18,2.6,58,.2,2.5.58
DATA .23,2.1,58,.23,2.6,58
DATA .18,2,58,.18.2.4,58
DATA ,93,3,1,58,,9,2.5,58
DATA .9,2.3,58,.89,3.L,58
DATA .35,2.6,58,.16,2.8,58
DATA .24,2.1,58,.14,2.8,58
DATA .24,2.5,58,.13,3.9,58
DATA .21,2.3,58,.17,3.4,58
DATA .23,2.2,58,.11,3.3,58
DATA .22,2.1,58,.53,3.2,58
DATA .97,3.1,58,.9,3,58
DATA .92,2.5,58,.94,2.6,58
DATA .75,2.2,58,.34,2.2,58
DATA .54,2,6,58,,18,2,2,58
DATA .14,2.4,58,.1l,2.5,58
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DATA .15,2.2,58,.22,2.3,58
DATA .16,2.5,58,.22,1.43,58
DATA .21,1.76,58,.16,2.16,58
DATA .2,2.;9,58,.16,1.59,58
DATA .9,1.39,58,.9,2.76,58
DATA .9,1.2,58,.11,2.12,58
DATA .33,1.23,~:8,.I,1.49,58

DATA .23,1.35,58,.18,1.5,58
DATA .24,1.16,58,.28,2,58
DATA .48,1.47,58,.8,1.73,58
DATA .79,1.36,58,.87,2.25,58
DATA .68,1.67,58,.9,1.26,58
DATA .83,2.04,58,.25,2.09,58
DATA .28,1.51,58,.24,1.86,58
DATA .38,1.74,58,.25,2.01,58
DATA .32,1.18,58,.21,2.49,58
DATA .21,1.82,58,.23,2.24,58
DATA .26,1.26,58,.9,1.36,58
DATA .9,2.65,58,.9,1.62,58
DATA .9,1.8,58•. 19,2.68,58
DATA .59,1.67,58,.19,2.72,58
DATA .27,1.85,58,.1,2.4,58
DATA .37,LTI,58,.15,4.OI,58
DATA .61,1.36,58,.11,2.71,58
DATA .9,2.25,58,.9,1.52,58
DATA .9,1.26,58,.9,2.9,58
DATA .9,1.59,58,.2,J.TI,58
DATA .86,1.43,58,.21,1.91,58
DATA .33,1.61,58,.21,1.75,58
DATA .29.1.65.58 •. 2.2.78.58
DATA .28,1.52,58,.19.1.76,58
DATA .33,1,58,.12,2.05,58
DATA .19,1.59,58,.19,1.5,58
DATA .23,1.71,58,.17,2.44,58
DATA .9,2.68.58,.9,3.79,58
DATA .2,2.07,58,.12,1.13,58
DATA .19,2.44,58,.21,1.42,58
OAT.' .16.2.05.58•. 13.2.19.58
DATA .21,2.17,58,.9,4.26,58
DATA .9,2.29,58,.9,1.52,58
DATA .67,1.23,58,.18,3.79,58
DATA .89,1.2,58,.21,1.93,58
DATA .28.1.37.58 •. 23.2.35.58
DATA .27.2.12.58 •. 25.2.66.58
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DATA .31,1.16,58,.21.2.08,58
DATA .28,1.49,58,.18,1.87,58
DATA .9,1.62,58,.22.1.38.58
DATA .9,1.2,58,.19,1.92,58
DATA .9,1.35.58,.9.1.39,58
DATA .9,1.27.58,.9,1.81,58
DATA .9 •.97,58•.24,I.TI,58
DATA .23.1.96,58,.22,2.12,58
DATA .23,1.42,58,.36,1.63,58
DATA .25,2.69,58,.9.1.6,32
DATA .2.5,2.66,32,.22,1.12.32
DATA .9,1.4,32,.23,2.02,58
DATA .9,1.37,58,.2,1.72,58
DATA .21,2.12,58,.24,2.02,58
DATA .34,1.83,58,.21,2.12,58
DATA .21,3.51,58,.21,4.06,58
DATA .3,2.07,58,.21,2.92,58
DATA .27,2,58,.2,2.65,58
DATA .22,2.41,58 •. 15,3.41,58
DATA .24,2.69.58•. 11,3.48.58
DATA .16.3.09.58 •. 13,2.44,58
DATA .18,.96,32,.9,1.48.58
DATA .23,1.63,32,.9,1.43,58
DATA .28,1.8.32,.39,6.25,58
DATA .24,2.12,32,.23,1.82,58
DATA .81,1.51,32,.35,2.7,58
DATA .88,1.17,32,.58,3.16,58
DATA .n,I.84,32,.52,3.84.58
DATA .51,3.84,58,.22,1.66,32
DATA .9,1.59,58,.27,1.45,58
DATA .23,2.14,58,.9,1.S3,58
DATA .26,1.97,58,.81.1.29,58
DATA .24,1.71,58,.33.3.09,58
DATA .23,3.97,58,.21.1.7.58
DATA .19.1.51,58,.24,2.14,58
DATA .17,2.11,58,.23,L.55,58
DATA .13,2.06,58,.29,1.66,58
DATA .2,2.14,58,.89,1.27,58
DATA .7,1.88,58,.24,2.07,58
DATA .38,3.14,58,.23,1.79,58
DATA .26,2.59,58,.26,2.51,58
DATA .2,2.7,58,.29,1.73,32
DATA .26,2.32,58,.24,1.85,32
DATA .9,1.67,58,.26,1.63,32
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DATA .43,2.1,58,.9,1.66,32
DATA .2,4.21,58,.27,1.44,32
DATA .24,2.11,58,.31,2.27,58

FUNCTION df (x)
df "" 6 .. x ... 4 + (2 .. x .. 3 - 3 .. X A 5) .. LOG«(1 + x) I (I - x)}

END FUNcrlON

FUNCTION f (x)
f = x ... 5 + .5 • LOO((I + x) I (I - x» • (I - X A 2) • x ... 4

END FUNcnON

The Program Output IJA-l

The data that violates the condition of O.1~02 L
o

H, T-value is corrected by

T"~ H" +0.015
0.22171

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :::: 29,232.668 m3

The Program Output llA~2

The data that violates the condition of _H_o_ ;t1 are not included in calculation
0.142 L"

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :: 39,269.469 m3

The Program Output IJA-3

The data that violates the condition of _H_o_ ;t1, T-value is corrected by the average value
0.142 L"

of available da1.3 which do not violate the condition and have the same wave height

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded :: 29,498.576 rn3
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The Program Output llA-4

11Je monthly average data of H. and T are used

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = 23,780.850 m3

The Program Output UA-S

The data of root mean square of H., and average of T are used

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded "" 26,553.219 m3
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The Computer Program lIB for Calculating
Longshore Sediment Transport

The data of period May 2601>, 1990 to Aug tSu., 1990 is used as data input

DECLARE FUNCTION f! (x!)
DECLARE FUNCTION df! (x!)
CLS
OPEN "B:EF05-01.0UT" FOit OUTPUT AS #1
M: .03
FR = .015
RHO = 1025
DIM HO(2oo), mOO), AO(2oo)
FOR I = 1 TO 162
READ HO(I), T(I), AO(I)
NEXT I
sumQ = 0
FOR I = I TO 162
LO"" 1.56131 .. T(I} '" 2
CO = 1.56131 .. T(l)
KO = 2 .. 3.14159/ LO
K = 4 • (3.14159) '" 2" HO(I) '" 2 / «.142) '" 2 .. (9.81) '" 2 .. T(I) A 4)
XOLD : (K) • (I 15)
0= J
DO WHILE D > 10' (-5)

XNEW : XOLD - (f(XOLD) - K) I df(XOLD)
D : ABS(XNEW - XOLD)
XOLD = XNEW

LOOP
o = 1 / (6.28318)· XNEW" LO" 1/2 .. LOG«(l + XNEW) / (l - XNEW»
N : ( /2 • (I + (I - XNEW • 2) I (2 • XNEW) • LOG«I + XNEW) I (1 - XNEW))
C : 1.56J3I • T(I) • XNEW
CGI=N·C
KAPPA: 1.16' (M' (HOO) I LO)' (-( 12»' (.22)
KF : (I + «FR' HO(I» I (M' D»' (COS«AO(I) I ISO)' 3.14159»' (1/2)' .12' (1<0
• D)' (-1/4»' (-I)
HI : «CO I (2 • N • C» • (I /2» • HO(I)
SIN. AI ::: (C· SIN(3.14159· AO(I) 1180» I co
COS.AI = (l - SIN. AI '" 2) A .5
ALPHA.B = ATN(SIN.AI I COS.AI)
HB = «KAPPA /9.8l) A .5 • KF '" 2 • HI '" 2 ... COl .. COS, AI) '" .4
SELECT CASE AO(I)
CASE IS == 58
PLS = ·RHO'" 9.81/ 16'" HB A 2" COl .. SIN(2· ALPHA.B)
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CASE IS"" 32
PLS = RHO" 9.81/16" HB A 2 ... cor .. SIN{2 .. ALPHA. B)
CASE IS :::I 77
PLS = RHO'" 9.81 f 16" HB A 2 ... COl'" SIN(2 .. ALPHA.B)
END SELECT
Q ... 1290" PLS" 12/ (365" 24)
sumQ ... sumQ + Q
PRIm I, Q
NEXT I
PRINT USING "Estimated sediment trapped or eroded"" 111/11,111/#.111111 mJ": sumQ
PRINT lit, USING ~Estimaled sediment lfOlpped or t'rodcd "" #1/#,###.### J11J": sllmO
END

DATA .2,2.01,58,.24,1.19,32
DATA .31,1.61,58,.39,2.61,58
DATA .3,2.19,58,.32,2.1,32
DATA .3,2.31,58,.31,1.81,32
DATA .38,2.03,58,.52,1.98,58
DATA .32,3.71,58,.75,2.64,32
DATA .49,3.5,77,.26,3,77
DATA .89,3.3,77,.7,3.1,77
DATA .5,2.9,77,.9,2,7,77
DATA .7,3,77,.5,2.5,77
DATA .5,3.1,77,.6,2.6,77
DATA .7,2.8,77,.6,2.9,77
DATA .5,2.8,77,0.4,3,77
DATA .3,2.8,77,.29,2.6,77
DATA .49,2.8,77,.36,3.3,77
DATA .5,2,8,77,.46,3,3,77
DATA .71,2.9,77,.55,3.5,77
DATA .43,2.9,77,.8,3,77
DATA .79,2.8,77,.41,2.6,77
DATA .76,3.5,77,.43,2.7,77
DATA. .76,3,4,77 ,.47,2.7,77
DATA .58,3.3,77,0.43,2.3,77
DATA .31,2.9,77,0,31,2.9,77
DATA .45,2.8,77,.84,2.6,77
DATA .51,2.8,77,0.53,2.7,77
DATA .35,2.9,77,.47,2.5,32
DATA .51,2.8,32,.5,2.6,32
DATA .41,2.8,32,.52,2.9,32
DATA .49,2.9,32,.36,2.5,32
DATA .82,3.1.32,.5,2.6,32
DATA ,56,2.7,32,.67,2.7,32
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DATA .46,2.5,32,.8,2.5,32
DATA .34,2.6,32,O.n,2.9,32
DATA .32,2.5,32,.3,3.1,32
DATA .36,2.3,32,0.22,2.1,32
DATA .46,2.4,32,.24,2.5,32
DATA .78,2.7,32,.34,2.8,32
DATA .66,2.6,32,.23,3.1,32
DATA .74.2.3,32,.26,2.9,32
DATA .85,2.9,32,.33,2.812
DATA .72.2.8,32,.28,2.5,32
DATA .43,2.6,32,.29,2.7,32
DATA .71,2.3,32,.41,2.3,32
DATA .68,2.5,32,.24,3.3,32
DATA .27,2.6,32,.3,2.3,32
DATA .63,2.4,32,,44,2.6,32
DATA .71,2.9.32,.4,2.4,32
DATA .81,2.9,32,.36,2.5,32
DATA .6;~,2.9,32,.32,2.6,32

DATA .28,2.1,32,.8,2.4,32
DATA .41,2.3,32,.74,2.2,32
DATA .27,2.9,32,.71,2.7,32
DATA .38,2.3,32,.38,2.3,32
DATA .33,2.2,32,.5,2.6,32
DATA .3,2.6,32,.32,2.4,32
DATA .49,2.6,32,.44,2.1,32
DATA .56,2.7,32,.44,2.~,32

DATA .49,2.5,32,.48,2.2,32
DATA .47.2.3,32,.35,2.3,32
DATA.74,2.4,32,.43,2.I,32
DATA .71.2.5,32,.4,2.2,32
DATA .61,2.5.32,.42.2.3,32
DATA .39,2.2,32,.35,2.1,32
DATA .52,2.2,32..4.2.5.32
DATA .39,2.4,32,.89,2.1,32
DATA .33,2.5,32.1.05,2.4.32
DATA .33,2.5,32,1.02,2.6,32
DATA .34,2.3,32,1.02,2.2,32
DATA .3.2.6,32,1,2.2,32
DATA .25,2.7,32.1.04,2.4,32
DATA .29,2.5,32,.57.2.6,32
DATA .32,:.6,32,.57.3.2,32
DATA .36.3.32•. 39.2.2.32
DATA .25,2.1,32,.41,2.5,32
DATA .7.2.8.32,.49.2.5.32
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DATA .78,2.6,32,.4,3,32
DATA .5,2.6,32,.36,2.6,32
DATA .38,2.6,32,.28,2.7,32
DATA .28,2.7,32,.76,2.7.32
DATA .46,2.7,32,.82,2.7,32
DATA .37.2.8.32,.73,2.6,32

FUNCTION df (x)
df = 6 .. x '" 4 + (2 .. x '" 3 - 3 .. x " 5) .. LOG«(l + x) I (I - x»

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION f (x)
f = X A 5 + .5" LOG«l + x) I (1 - x» .. (I - x "2) .. X A 4

END FUNCTION

The Program Output llB-I

Actual half daily data is used, and no data violates the condition of __Ho_ "
0.142 L"

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = 31,054.092 m3

The Program Output DB-2

The data that violates the condition of _"_0_ l':l are not included in calculation
0.142 L o

Estim2.ted sediment trapped or eroded = 31,054.092 mJ

The Program Output IIB-3

The data that violates the condition of __"0_ l':l, T-value is corrected by the average value
0.142 Lo

of available data which do not violate the condition and have the same wave height

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = 31,054.092 m3
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The Program Output IIB4

The mothly average data ui t-Io and T are used

Estimated sediment trapped or eroded = 22,535.840 m3

The Program Output IIB-S

The data of root mean square of Hoand average of T of each month are used

Estimated sediment trilpped or eroded = 27,160.357 m3
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Appendix D

The Comparison of Actual Data and Estimated Data of Net Longshore Sediment Transport
and K-value of Different Calculation Approach



Table D. The Comparison of Actual Data and Estimated Data of Net 1A:lngshore Sediment
Transport and K-value of Different Calculation Approach

descr. period May'92 K period May'93 K
May'93 Aug'93

I 26,000 29,000

2 194,270 0.053 97,824 0.118

3 29,232 0.351 31,054 0.372

4 39,269 0.261 31,054 0.372

5 29,498 0.348 31,054 0.372

6 26,553 0.386 27,160 0.425

7 23,780 0.432 22,535 0.517

description I:
Survey result of accumulated sediment at the jetty

description 2:
Significant Wave Height and Period (H1/3 and T 1I3) in deep water at Alue Naga
are estimated from predicted wind at Alue Naga.

description 3:
Significant Wave Height and Period (Hill and Till) in deep water at Alue Naga
in period 1992-1993 are assumed the same as in period 1990-1991, since they
have the same distribution of wind direction. The T-value of the data having
Ho/0.1421o ~ I is corrected by T=(HofO.22171)ln + O.QI5.

description 4:
Significant Wave Height and Period (Hlfl and T I13) in deep water at Alue Naga
in period 1992-1993 are assumed the same as in period 1990-1991, since they
have the same distribution of wind direction. The data having HoIO.142 La ~ 1
are not included in calculation.

description 5:
Significant Wave Height and Period (Hw and T 113) in deep water at Alue Naga
in period 1992-1993 are assumed the same as in period 1990-1991, since they
have the same distribution of wind direction. The T-value of the data having
HofO.142 Lo ~ I is corrected by the average value of the available data.

dcscriptioD 6:
Significant Wave Height and Period (H11J and T 113) in deep water at Alue Naga
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in period 1992-1993 are assumed the same as in period 1990-1991, since they
have the same distribution of wind direction. The H1/lrnu and TIIl.~x are used in
calculalion.

description 7:
Significant Wave Height and Period (H lI3 and T I,'j) in deep water at Alue Naga
in period 1992·1993 are assumed the same as in period 1990·1991, since they
have the same distribution of wind direction. The H1/l.~g and T lIJ.~ll are used in
calculation,
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